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Two-dimensionally confined water to 0.8 nm of width was studied by means of molecular dynamics 
simulations using both empirical force fields (TIP4P 2005), and first-principles forces, following 
intriguing findings on melting lines of different character (see e.g. Ref [1]). The Structural and 
dynamical properties will be reviewed for the various phases as well as the response to 
perpendicular electric fields, for varying lateral pressure and temperature. The anomalously low 
perpendicular dielectric response observed in Ref. [2] is addressed. It had already been predicted 
from simulations (see e.g. Refs [3,4]), but not as extremely low as measured. The response is here 
found to vary relatively little with lateral pressure, with a very slight increase of the effective 
dielectric constant towards the transition between the liquid and the hexatic phase. The ionic vs 
electronic response will be discussed. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Density-temperature phase diagram for water confined to two dimensions to a thickness of 0.8 nm 
(bilayer water). Blue indicates the liquid, green and orange indicate solid phases, and light/dark purple 
indicate a plastic phase in which oxygens order (orientationally or translationally) but hydrogen atoms do not.  
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Abstract  
Thermal and electromagnetic fields induce a range of non-equilibrium effects in complex fluids 

consisting of nanoparticle suspensions (e.g., Soret, Seebeck, Peltier effects), which can be exploited 

in energy conversion (thermoelectrics), analytical devices for detection of biomolecules, or 

nanoparticle transport and assembly. The combination of non-Equilibrium multiscale simulations and 

non-equilibrium theory has paved the way to elucidate the physical behaviour of complex fluids 

under external fields, showing that their response is much richer than previously anticipated. I will 

discuss the use of these techniques to predict and observe novel non-equilibrium effects in complex 

fluids and to quantify the impact of confinement on heat and mass transport, hence opening new 

avenues for energy conversion and tuneable nano-tribology.   
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Nanoscale objects are processed by living organisms using highly evolved and sophisticated 
endogenous cellular networks, specifically designed to manage objects of this size. While these 
processes potentially allow nanostructures unique access to and control over key biological 
machineries, they are also highly protected by cell or host defence mechanisms at all levels. A 
thorough understanding of bionanoscale recognition events, including the molecules involved in 
the cell recognition machinery, the nature of information transferred during recognition 
processes and the coupled downstream cellular processing, would allow us to achieve a 
qualitatively novel form of biological control and advanced therapeutics. Here we discuss 
evolving fundamental microscopic and mechanistic understanding of biological nanoscale 
recognition. We consider the interface between a nanostructure and a target cell membrane, 
outlining the categories of nanostructure properties that are recognized, and the associated 
nanoscale signal transduction and cellular programming mechanisms that constitute biological 
recognition. 
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Abstract 
Using a combination of computational chemistry, machine learning and advanced sampling, it is 
possible to study, with ab-initio accuracy, problems involving time and length scales that until 
recently were only accessible using classical, empirical models [1]. This approach will be illustrated 
through three examples. First, the phase behavior of supercooled water is investigated via equation 
of state [1] and free energy calculations [2]. Both approaches yield evidence consistent with the 
existence of a metastable first-order phase transition between two different liquids, terminating at a 
liquid-liquid critical point. The second example involves calculations of ice homogeneous nucleation 
rates in supercooled water at ambient pressure, which yields predictions that are in good agreement 
with experiments [3]. Finally, melting curve calculations for several ice polymorphs allow the 
computational re-creation of the Mishima-Stanley experiment [4], which for many years provided 
the strongest evidence in support of the existence of a metastable critical point in supercooled 
water. The computational results suggest a different interpretation of experimental observations 
than that proposed by Mishima and Stanley [5]. 
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Key concepts of characterizing solvent thermodynamics are firmly established in the sense of global 
properties of homogeneous bulk systems under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. However, it 
is intriguing to see how local solvation phenomena in nano-heterogeneous environments determine 
the reactivity and selectivity in solution, receptors, and enzymes, and even the function of 
electrocatalysts. While macroscopic solvation can be tracked by traditional calorimetry approaches, 
local solvation and processes in non-equilibrium cannot. Terahertz (THz) spectroscopy probes the 
intermolecular interaction between water molecules provides an opportunity to determine the 
contribution of the solvent to the total free energy of a reaction. Systematic spectroscopic studies 
revealed that the THz spectrum fingerprints any changes with respect to hydrogen bond strength, 
tetrahedrality, dynamics, which are all of major importance to rationalize and predict the outcome of 
a reaction. While the individual changes might be small, the large amount of solvent involved makes 
this contribution a major driving force for fundamental reactions. We present here a spectroscopic 
approach, which gives direct access to the two main contributions at : Using THz spectroscopy to 
probe the frequency range of the intermolecular stretch (150-200 cm−1) and the hindered rotations 
(450-600 cm−1), the local contributions due to cavity formation and hydrophilic interactions can be 
traced back [1]. This allows to deduce separately the hydrophobic (i.e. cavity formation) and 
hydrophilic (enthalpic) contributions to thermodynamics, as shown for hydrated alcohols as a case 
study. THz calorimetry have also uncovered when local mutation serves as a game changer for 
protein dynamics [2]. These measurements allow conductivity measurements in micelles, and probe 
hydration within supramolecular nanocages, or even in the vicinity of an electrified interface. Local 
“solvation hotspots”, such as the so-called liquid liquid phase separation membraneless 
compartments in a cell are suspected to trigger neurotoxic protein aggregation. There are indications 
that the phase separation is entropy driven, with the solvent playing a decisive role. In the future, 
time resolved THz probe experiments will allow to dissect hydration contributions in inhomogeneous 
mixtures and under non-equilibrium conditions. Typically, especially for biological reactions, there is 
a subtle balance between a favourable enthalpy and an unfavourable entropic term, which almost 
cancel, thus allowing to fine tune reactions based on THz screening. 
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Hydrophobic interactions are the effective interaction between hydrophobic molecules or moieties 
in aqueous solutions. One way to quantify those interactions is to measure the osmotic second virial 
coefficient B, which is related with the effective solute-solute pair potential w(r) in solution via 

 
where  is the infinitesimal volume element and the integral is over the whole space. Here we 

report two aspects of the osmotic second virial coefficient for hydrophobic solutes, one concerning 
salt effects and the other pertaining to length scales of hydrophobic interactions.  
     The ion-specific effect on the solubility of gases in aqueous solutions is measured by the 
Setschenow coefficient Ks. Recently the reverse order of lithium and sodium ions in the cation size 

dependence of Ks has been examined based on molecular simulation [1]. We now introduce an analogous 

quantity, the salt-enhanced association (SEA) coefficient CI, which is a measure of the ion-specific effect on 

the osmotic second virial coefficient [2]. It is shown that the SEA coefficient is explicitly related to the 

Setschenow coefficient: For ions and solutes that are not very large, the quadratic relation, , is 

derived.  

     The other aspect of the osmotic second virial coefficient to be discussed is its solute-size dependence. It is 

known that the second virial coefficient for gases is proportional to the cubic power of the molecular 

diameter for typical model pair potentials with the well-depth fixed. We evaluated osmotic B for hydrophobic 

molecules of different sizes in water based on molecular simulation [3]. It is found that osmotic B is much 

more strongly dependent on the molecular size than in vacuum: Specifically, it is proportional to the sixth or 

higher power of the solute diameter when the solutes are taken to be Lennard-Jones particles with the energy 

parameter chosen to be that of methane. It is also shown that a similar power law is observed for solutes in a 

non-polar solvent. Robustness of the power-law dependence of B is discussed from theoretical points of view. 
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Permeation through nanometre-pore materials has been attracting unwavering interest due to 

fundamental differences in governing mechanisms at macroscopic and molecular scales, the 

importance of water permeation in living systems, and relevance for filtration and separation 

techniques. Latest advances in the fabrication of artificial channels and membranes using two-

dimensional (2D) materials have enabled the prospect of understanding the nanoscale and sub-nm 

scale permeation behavior of water and ions extensively. In particular, several laminate membranes 

made up of 2D materials show unique permeation properties such as ultrafast permeation of water and 

molecular sieving. In my talk, I will discuss our recent results on controlling molecular transport 

through various 2D materials-based membranes by an external parameter and will discuss the prospect 

of developing next-generation intelligent membranes based on 2D materials.  
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We have used Raman microscopy to investigate the structures and functions of biomolecules and 
cells, especially in relation to water [1–4]. In this presentation, we propose that "intracellular water" 
can be a new parameter for understanding the intracellular environment. 
[Water distribution in a cell] Plotting the Raman intensity of a single HeLa cell in the C-H and O-H 
stretching Raman band regions (Figure 1) showed that the O-H Raman intensity of water was higher 
in the nucleus than in the cytoplasm [1]. Calculation of the difference spectrum subtracting the 
cytoplasm from the nucleus confirmed a positive peak in the O-H stretching region and a negative 
peak in the C-H stretching region. These results 
indicate that the water density in the nucleus is 
higher than in the cytoplasm. The water density in 
the cytoplasm was estimated to be about 3% 
smaller than that in the nucleus. The intracellular 
environment is highly crowded with biomolecules 
such as proteins and lipids, called macromolecular 
crowding. In this study, the magnitude of molecular 
crowding in the nucleus is found to be smaller than 
that in the cytoplasm. We proposed to evaluate 
macromolecular crowding from the Raman image of 
water in each organelle. 
[Label-free evaluation of intracellular temperature] We have applied Raman imaging of intracellular 
water to evaluate the temperature in a single living cell in a label-free manner [1]. This method 
utilizes the change in the shape of the O-H stretching Raman band of water with temperature. First, 
the temperature dependence of the O-H stretching band of the medium, nucleus, and cytoplasm 
was measured to obtain a calibration curve 
between temperature and the Raman band 
in each region. Next, using this calibration 
curve, we evaluated the temperature at each 
region and its change after adding FCCP 
(uncoupling reagent) into the cell. We 
succeeded in measuring the temperature 
increase in the cytoplasm after adding FCCP 
using the O-H stretching band (Figure 2). We 
were also able to obtain the temperature 
gradient between the cell and the medium. 
This label-free imaging using water is a 
promising new method for intracellular 
temperature studies. 
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Figure 1: Raman images of a HeLa cell in the C–

H (A) and O–H (B) stretching bands. (C) 

Difference Raman spectrum (solid) of a HeLa 

cell obtained by subtracting the spectrum of 

cytoplasm ((b) dotted) from the spectrum of 

nucleus ((a) thin-solid) [1]. 

Figure 2: (a) The image of temperature change in a HeLa 

cell by subtracting the temperature image before the 

FCCP treatment from that after the FCCP treatment. (b) 

Histograms of cytoplasm temperature before and after 

the FCCP treatment. (c) Cross section of the temperature 

change from cytoplasm to medium [2]. 
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Abstract 
Recent advances in theoretical and computational methodology will be presented for studying 
complex liquid systems and other soft condensed matter across multiple length and time scales. The 
approach provides a systematic connection between all-atom molecular dynamics, coarse-grained 
(CG) modeling, and mesoscopic phenomena. At the heart of the approach is the multiscale coarse-
graining method for rigorously deriving coarse-grained models from the underlying molecular-scale 
information. In the design of high-fidelity CG models, the structure and dynamics at the molecular 
level should be accurately reproduced at the CG level. This talk will cover statistical mechanical 
theories that have been developed in my group over the last few years allowing for such treatment. 
Structural correlations are captured by designing the many-body CG potentials of mean force for the 
CG variables. Nevertheless, many-body correlations present at the finer molecular level are often 
lost at the simplified CG resolution. I will present two theoretical approaches that can resolve this 
limitation. One approach is to explicitly include the many-body interactions at the CG level while 
maintaining efficiency by projecting these many-body interactions onto a lower order interaction. 
This idea is further utilized to develop a new CG model for water at low computational cost and with 
great accuracy. Alternatively, many-body correlations can be imposed by introducing internal states 
to the coarse-grained sites or “beads” similar to quantum mechanical states. By designing these 
internal states to modulate many-body correlations, these ultra-coarse-grained (UCG) models greatly 
expand the possible range of systems amenable to accurate modeling, such as hydrophobic 
aggregation and heterogeneous interfaces. While structural correlations can be preserved by 
precisely designing conservative interactions in CG models, missing fluctuation and frictional forces 
often result in accelerated dynamics at a renormalized level and with incorrect kinetics. To develop 
dynamically-consistent CG models, an alternative strategy based on the excess entropy scaling 
relationship will be introduced for liquids. Based on our findings on the universality of scaling 
between the atomistic and CG liquid systems, I will show the scaling relationship for simple liquids in 
order to systematically bridge the CG and reference molecular-level dynamics. Lastly, a combined 
theoretical and computational effort in these two directions will be applied to develop a bottom-up 
reactive CG model of the hydrated excess proton (aka “hydronium cation”) in water, which is critical 
to many areas of chemistry, biology, and materials science. 
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Abstract  
 
Understanding ion transport in nano/angstrom scale channels has practical relevance in applications 
such as membrane desalination, blue energy, supercapacitors and batteries, as well as in 
understanding ionic flow through biological channels. Synthetic Å-channels are now a reality with 
the emergence of several cutting-edge bottom-up and top-down fabrication methods. In particular, 
the use of atomically thin 2D-materials and nanotubes as components to build fluidic conduits has 
pushed the limits of fabrication to the Å-scale. In this talk, I will discuss about angstrom (Å)-scale 
capillaries, which can be dubbed as “2D-nothing”. The Å-capillary is an antipode of graphene, 
created by what is left behind after extracting one-atomic layer out of a crystal [1]. What is intriguing 
here is, the dimensions of these channels being comparable to the size of a water molecule.  

The Å-capillaries have helped probe several intriguing molecular-scale phenomena 
experimentally, including: water flow under extreme atomic-scale confinement [1] complete steric 
exclusion of ions [3,5], specular reflection and quantum effects in gas reflections off a surface [2,7], 
voltage gating of ion flows [4] translocation of DNA [6]. I will present ionic flows induced by stimuli 
(electric, pressure, concentration gradient) and discuss the importance of ionic parameters that are 
often overlooked in the selectivity between ions, along with ionic memory effects [8]. The mass 
production and the robustness of the nano/angstrofluidic devices for large-scale applications are still 
the main challenges. Toward the end of the talk, I will discuss strategies to scale the production of Å-
capillaries. 
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FIGURES 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Left, General schematic of Graphene capillary device. Right, Cross-sectional bright field 

image of a bilayer capillary (h  7 Å) in a scanning transmission electron microscope. 
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In September 2000, we launched the Materials Modelling and Simulation (MSM) Group at the 
Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, the Netherlands. This group 
uses high-performance computers to simulate materials that can revolutionise renewable energy 
and green technology. The MSM group is integrated with the Eindhoven Institute for Renewable 
Energy (EIRES) and the Eindhoven Artificial Intelligence Systems Institute (EAISI). In this unique 
environment, and in close collaboration with industry, we develop and apply both quantum and 
classical methods, jointly encompassing a comprehensive multiscale approach to study complex 
materials and molecules from the atomistic to the nanoscale. The systems we are currently focusing 
on include, among others, porous crystalline materials, novel semiconductors and hybrid 
nanomaterials [1,3]. This invited lecture will focus on the former, discussing the state of the art, 
current work and what we foresee in the short and long term. 
 
Crystalline porous materials have much to offer. However, establishing unique relationships between 
chemical composition, physical properties and their functionalities in the final application is still a 
chimera. Our motivation is to use theoretical analysis and computational modelling to "invent" 
materials and redesign processes that respond to the current energy and environmental challenges 
of our society . To this aim we use our own methodology,  force fields and software [4-7]. The RASPA 
software is a classical general-purpose simulation package especially suited to study adsorption and 
diffusion in nanoporous systems. In addition, we have recently implemented iRASPA which is an 
advanced visualisation package. These software package are optimised to be fast and accurate, 
allowing a quick evaluation of the structures of storage and/or separation devices (ref RASPA and 
iRASPA). 
 
For effective adsorption and separation, it is necessary to find materials with high adsorption 
selectivity and suitable capacity for use in the traditionally used fixed-bed devices . Therefore, 
crystalline structures need to be examined for their ability to perform gas separation based on 
adsorption equilibrium, selectivity, diffusion, permselectivity, structural characteristics and kinetics. 
In most cases, the efficiency depends mainly on the optimal combination of selectivity and effective 
pore volume, and this can be obtained from our simulations and experiments[8-10]. I will discuss all 
these issues, as well as the development of high-throughput methods to automatically calculate 
properties and provide adsorption processes. I will conclude by showing some innovative 
approaches to assess material stability and to identify and design high-performance, stable 
crystalline porous materials. 
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The Extended frequency range Depolarized Light Scattering (EDLS), has been demonstrated to be a 
powerful tool to access the fast dynamics of water in a variety of binary systems, including sugars 
and proteins’ aqueous solutions. EDLS enables one to disentangle solute from solvent dynamics and, 
into the latter, bulk from hydration water contributions [1-6]. The use of EDLS has been then 
extended to ternary systems by studying a lysozyme-trehalose aqueous solution over a broad time 
scale, from hundreds to fractions of ps. Experimental evidence has been given that the sugar, 
present in the ternary solution in sufficient quantity for biopreservation, strongly modifies the 
solvation properties of the protein. By comparing aqueous solutions of lysozyme with and without 
trehalose, it has also been shown that the combined action of sugar and protein produces a 
significant slowdown in the restructuring of a fraction of water molecules around the protein, 
namely more than twice the corresponding value in the absence of trehalose [7-8]. This hyperslow 
water close to lysozyme is believed to be preserved from crystallization by the presence of trehalose 
in the mixture, thus playing a key role in bioprotection. 
Finally, it will be shown how significant improvements in instrumentation toward the use of 
microscopies can make it possible to study submicrometric regions in systems relevant to many 
fields [9]. 
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FIGURES 

 Figure 1: EDLS spectra of a peptide-water solution. 
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Ion-exchange polymers such as Nafion exhibit surprising interfacial phenomena. One of the most 
striking one is the formation of a long-range solute exclusion zone (EZ) in contact with water. The 
mechanism of such EZ formation has been the subject of a controversial and long-standing debate 
with explanations rooted either on the interfacial water structuration that excludes solutes1 or on 
the ion-exchange process itself which generates ion diffusion/ion gradients, driving solute repulsion 
by diffusiophoresis2. 
Combining different experimental techniques, theory, and simulation, we show that multi-ionic 
diffusiophoresis is indeed the mechanism explaining the formation of the EZ. We have also found 
that an electric field built-up during the ion-exchange process is a key player in the EZ formation3. 
Such electric field, pointing towards Nafion, arises due to the different ion mobilities during the ion-
exchange process and can be tailored to develop self-propelled pumps and swimmers of high 
interest in biomedical and nanotechnological applications. These ion-exchange machines have many 
advantages: they can use salts as fuel, are reusable and can work at high salt concentrations. In 
addition, we will show how a proper micro/nanostructuration of Nafion can be used to guide flows 
in arbitrary directions4. Finally, we will demonstrate the potentialities of taming these systems to 
applications in water remediation.  
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Recent Molecular dynamics simulation results of the behavior of water at interfaces are discussed 
for three systems: water in the proximity of a protein, water and trehalose in proximity of a protein, 
the Lysozyme, and water and premelting-layer/ice in the proximity of an ice nucleating particle (INP), 
the K-Feldspar, present in the atmosphere. Translational dynamics of the hydration water of a 
Lysozyme protein upon cooling is studied through the self van Hove function and the mean square 
displacement [1]. In the deep supercooled region it shows two different temperature activated 
relaxation mechanisms. The low-temperature hopping regime has a time scale of tenths of 
nanoseconds and a length scale on the order of 2–3 water shells and it is also present in bulk water. 
The second hopping regime is active at high temperatures, on the nanoseconds time scale and over 
distances of nanometers. This regime is connected to water displacements driven by the protein 
motion and it is observed very clearly at high temperatures and for temperatures higher than the 
protein dynamical transition. Modification of dynamics in presence of trehalose is discussed [3].  A 
detailed local structural analysis assessing the difference between the hydration water influenced by 
the protein and bulk water in terms of high density and low density distribution in local structures is 
also shown and discussed [2]. Finally results on the local structure of supercooled water and of the 
premelting layer and ice in vicinity of K-Feldspar with the aim to study the affinity of this INP with ice 
are shown [4]. This latter system is studied at two different pressures.  
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Long time hopping phenomena in the Van Hove Self Correlation Function of Hydration Water in the 
proximity of lysozyme. The different curves, calculated for time t=15ns, span from T=200 K (Pink curve) to 
T=300 K.  
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Abstract 
The interactions that water forms with molecules which make up the interfaces of biological and 
non-biological soft materials play a significant role in the structural and dynamical properties of 
these interfaces, as well as their interactions with other molecules in their aqueous environment.  
Recently, my group has combined all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, graph theoretic 
approaches and machine learning to provide a detailed description of these interactions and how 
they affect the structure of peptides and various soft interfaces.   In this talk, I will discuss how we 
have used this combination of tools to provide a detailed understanding of how water mediation 
plays a significant role in the interfacial properties of lipid membranes and polymeric nanoparticles. 
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Gas evolving reactions are ubiquitous in the operation of electrochemical devices, and can result in 

the formation of bubbles that block the electrode and decrease reaction rates. The deleterious effect 

of bubbles is amplified by the current trend of miniaturization of electrodes to nanoscopic sizes, as a 

single nanobubble can grow to cover the whole reactive area. This presentation will discuss our work 

using molecular simulations and theory to understand the electrochemical formation an stationary 

states of bubbles on nanoelectrodes, how the size and shape of the electrodes impact the currents 

that can be obtained when a bubble forms, and how we can use that knowledge to maximize 

conversion rates on gas producing electrochemical reactions.[1-4] 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The stationary current of the electrode with a pinned nanobubble has two regimes. The current 
increases with applied potential at low overpotentials (“leaky” regime) and is constant at large overpotentials 
(“tight” regime). The size of the stationary bubbles increases monotonously with potential along these two 
regimes.  
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Ionic liquids are mixtures of cations and anions which stay in the liquid state at room conditions, a 
feature making them potentially ideal electrolytes for energy storage and conversion technologies. 
In these applications (e.g., supercapacitors) ionic liquids are often  found in contact with solid 
interfaces, or even constrained in pores whose size can be less than a nanometer. In such extreme 
environments the properties of matter are drastically modified compared to the bulk counterparts.  

In this context one can address a primary issue: Does the phase nature of an ionic liquid change 

when it is confined in pores of nanometric size? The simplicity of this question is misleading. 

Experiments which probe ionic liquids at the nanoscale, in fact, are extremely difficult[1][2] and 

sometimes in mutual contradiction, failing so far to provide a generally accepted answer.  

I have tackled this issue systematically by massive Molecular Dynamics simulation of a simple model 

ionic liquid confined in slit nanopores[3]. In this talk I will discuss how, by appropriately tuning size 

and temperature of the latter, I have revealed unexplored phase modifications. For instance, 

following an increase of the confinement, I have observed the formation of ionic liquid-crystal 

structures, which unexpectedly transform into plain stable liquid states and subsequently freeze in 

new crystal phases, with a remarkable reentrant behavior.  

I will also show how these changes reflect on the relative organization of the ions (charges) and on 
their dynamical state. Building on the simulation results, I will try to provide a consistent general 
picture of these systems, by involving in the discussion disparate theoretical and experimental 
inspiring work. 
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The performance of eight versions of the representative and most commonly used Statistical-
Association-Fluid-Theory (SAFT) equations of state for water along with the Cubic-Plus-Association 
(CPA) equation are examined in detail both throughout the entire liquid phase region and at 
supercritical conditions. In addition to the temperature--pressure dependence of density, these 
response functions, the isothermal compressibility, isobaric heat capacity, and coefficient of isobaric 
expansivity, have been evaluated and compared with experimental data along five isobars ranging 
from P=0.1 MPa up to 1000 MPa, and along four isotherms from the melting point up to T=750 K. It 
turns out that to draw a general conclusion on the quality/accuracy of these equations is practically 
impossible with different equations predicting reasonably well different properties and at different 
thermodynamic conditions but failing in other instances. In general, the equations seem to be able to 
capture simple pressure dependence at isothermal conditions but fail primarily in estimating isobaric 
properties. All the equations (i) tend to perform reasonably well at pressures above the critical one 
where the excluded volume begins to predominate and the effect of hydrogen bonding becomes 
insignificant, (ii) but fail again at very high pressures, and (iii) have the most serious problems with 
predicting isobaric heat capacity.The most successful results are obtained from the recently developed 
Association Dependent PC-SAFT equation, which can be mainly attributed to its fitting using a broader 
set of experimental data compared to other equations; nonetheless, its performance still cannot be 
considered as overall reliable. 
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Thermo-elasticity couples the deformation of an elastic (solid) body to its temperature and vice-
versa. It is a solid property. Highlighting such property in liquids is a paradigm shift: it requires long-
range collective interactions that are not considered in current liquid or viscoelastic descriptions. We 
present pioneering studies providing evidence for such solid-like correlations in ordinary fluids. We 
show that ordinary liquids (glycerol, Polypropylene glycol, liquid water...) emit a modulated thermal 
hot and cold signal when applying a low frequency (Hz) mechanical shear stress (figure 1) [1]. The 
thermal wave reaches a sizable amplitude. As consequence, the liquid converts the energy of shear 
waves in a non-uniform thermodynamic state. These dynamic thermal changes support the 
hypothesis of the excitation of macroscopic shear elasticity which range is limited to small scale, in 
accordance with recent non-extensive theoretical models [2,3] and the identification of the generic 
sub-millimeter shear elasticity revealed in polymer melts, glass formers, ionic liquids and molecular 
liquids a couple of years ago [4]. It should thus no longer be assumed that liquids exhibit (shear) 
elasticity at high solicitation frequencies (MHz or GHz) only. 
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FIGURES 

 
 
Figure 1: By applying a low frequency mechanical stimulus (  ~ Hz), the liquid emits a modulated thermal 
signal synchronous with the stimulus (real-time mapping of the temperature of the PPG-4000 confined in a 
240µm gap). E. Kume et al, Scie. Reports (2020) 10, 13340. 
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The study of the structure of disordered phases is inherently complicated. Short range order of liquids 

is encoded in a six-fold Probability Distribution Function (PDF) which describes the most probable 

relative position and orientation of two molecules at a given distance. For plastic phases, the degree of 

complexity is slightly lower since, at least, the molecular position is fixed by a long range ordered 

crystalline lattice. But still, the relative position of molecules with respect to this lattice, and the 

relative position of two molecules, i.e. the short range order, must be again encoded in a multi-

dimensional PDF. 

The aforementioned PDFs, or at least their 2D and 3D projections, can be investigated to provide an 

exact description of molecular ordering at a given distance. But many of the times we are not 

interested to investigate the structure at such a level of specificity. That’s why we have applied the 

tools based on Information Theory, such as Shannon entropy, mutual information, or the Kullback-

Leibler divergence to the description of disordered phases. These tools allow us to obtain a global 

description of the structure of disordered phases. Moreover, these calculations guide us to focus on the 

research of some features of the structure that might be worth to investigate with more detail.  
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Figure 1: Oxygen - oxygen radial distribution function of water in the lower panel. In the upper panel Shannon 
entropy related to the positional molecular ordering, together with the 3D-density maps associated to 
molecular positions. 
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Although nucleic acids are considered to be reasonably stable in aqueous solutions, there are several 

bottlenecks of DNA technology in water as a conventional bulk solvent. Since DNA in aqueous 

solutions is susceptible to oxidative and hydrolytic denaturation for long-term storage and its helix 

structure can be damaged by extreme conditions of temperature, pH and ionic strength, finding 

appropriate media that ensure the long-lasting stability of DNA and help to overcome the limitations 

of aqueous buffers remains a challenging task. This is a critical point especially for the molecular 

analysis of DNA in forensic science and biology where it is essential to optimize the storage of the 

sample to avoid loss of DNA quality. Moreover, this vulnerability limits the use of nucleic acids as 

building blocks for realizing innovative devices based on 3D ordered structures of DNA and hybrid 

materials in nanotechnology and biomedical technology. Using nucleic acids in non-conventional 

solvents such as Ionic liquids (ILs) and deep eutectic solvents (DESs) offers a promising alternative to 

organic solvents both for stabilizing and preserving the native structure of DNA in solution over the 

long term and for designing innovative DNA nano-systems such as thermo-reversible ionogels with 

an unprecedented degree of freedom. This is thanks to the unique capacity of both these molecular 

liquids in acting as electrolytes and solvents. Additionally, when ILs and DESs are mixed with water, 

the resulting mixtures exhibit some interesting and unique properties that make them capable of 

behaving as functional fluids in DNA science [1-4]. In this contribution, we will address the question 

of the effectiveness of ILs versus DESs, in mixture with water, for the solvation and self-assembly of 

oligonucleotides and large nucleic acids. Even these molecular liquids are claimed to have similar 

physicochemical properties, recent studies evidenced that ILs and DESs exhibit substantial 

differences in the solvation behavior of bio-macromolecules such as DNA. The joint combination of 

advanced spectroscopic techniques such as synchrotron radiation-UV Resonance Raman 

spectroscopy (SR-UVRR) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations enables the measurement of 

experimental quantities directly related to pair hydrogen bond strength and base stacking forces in 

nucleic acid strands and the probing of structure specific interactions between the solvent and 

different sites of DNA. This approach allows to detect defined structural transitions of DNA that 

involve specific base-tracts during thermal unfolding pathway and to give a comprehensive 

description of the self-assembly mechanism leading to the formation of nucleic acid hydrogels.  

Overall these experimental-computational studies reveal a more effective thermal-protective effect 

operated by hydrated choline-based DESs on the double-helix structure of DNA respect to 

imidazolium-based ILs. This finding has been related to the establishment of preferential H-bonds 

interactions between specific DES moieties and the guanine and adenine bases in the DNA groove 
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that lead to a more effective stacking between of these bases even at high temperature values. 

These results could facilitate the designing of effective stabilizing eco-friendly organic co-solvents for 

their exploitation in biomedical and life science field.  
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Membrane filtration is an attractive technique to secure clean water in an energy efficient manner. 
In recent years, graphene-derivatives membranes are emerging as attractive candidates for efficient 
water treatment, attributed to their unique nanochannel networks and robust chemical and 
mechanical stability [1]. In particular, graphene oxide (GO) is regarded as a versatile platform for 
separating ions or contaminants, with the possibility of regulating the nanochannels through 
approaches such as cross-linking, pressure compression and molecular intercalation [2,3], 
establishing an energy barrier originated from steric hindrance and electrostatic repulsion during 
permeation. Optimal interlayer spacing combined with appropriate charges could make possible 
attaining outstanding performance in terms of both parameters.  
As part of the collaborative project between KAIST and KU, we have developed novel hybrid GO 
membranes for water desalination [3,4], following two different strategies: (1) Complexion of crown 
ethers and cation-intercalated GO composite membranes to tune the GO nanochannel for an 
effective desalination, and (2) Forming amide-bonded polymer-crosslinked structures with 
controllable compressed and charged nanochannels. A combined experimental – molecular 
modeling approach was followed in both cases. Following the first strategy, stable structures were 
found in which salt rejection rate could be increased up to 60% compared to the neat GO 
membrane, simultaneously achieving the adequate water permeance. In the second strategy, a 
simple pressurization process was used to adjust the interlayer distance of the polymer-intercalated 
GO structure, which varied the relative interaction distance of inserted molecules in nanochannels 
and the H-bond network inside them. The compressed channels cause a change in the polymer 
morphology during the insertion, forming different numbers of amide bonds; thus, obtaining 
narrower interlayer distances and simultaneously obtaining zwitterionic properties in the 
nanocapillaries. In this case, the salt diffusion rate was slower down up to 5 times compared to the 
neat GO membrane due to the modified channel, while maintaining a similar water flux. 
Overall, it is inferred from these studies that interlayer spacing and appropriate membrane 
electrostatic properties can be controlled based on molecules intercalation, while making possible 
attaining outstanding performance of hybrid GO membranes in terms of water permeability and ions 
rejection. This methodology can also be implemented for the removal of recalcitrant contaminants, 
including dyes and pharmaceuticals. 
 
This work has been developed as collaborative project between KAIST (project 
2018R1D1A1B07048233) and Khalifa University, (RC2-2019-007). 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the strategies followed for designing effective hybrid GO membranes for water 
desalination 
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In this work, we present the Madrid force field [1,2,3] for electrolytes in water .  The force-field, 
denoted as Madrid-2019, does not include polarizability and uses the TIP4P/2005 [4] model of water 
and scaled charges for the ions. A charge of ±0.85e is assigned to monovalent ions. This new force 
field developed provides an accurate description of aqueous solution densities over a wide range of 
concentrations up to the solubility limit of each salt studied. The model is able to describe 35 
different electrolytes.  Good predictions of viscosity and diffusion coefficients are obtained for 
concentrations below 2 m. Structural properties obtained with this force field are also in reasonable 
agreement with the experiment. The number of contact ion pairs has been controlled to be low so as 
to avoid precipitation of the system at concentrations close to the experimental solubility limit. With 
this force field we estimate the freezing point depression [5] and the shift in the maximum in density 
provoked by the presence of the electrolytes [6] (including new experimental results in this case).  
The impact of the presence of salts on  ice nucleation  will be discussed [7]. Finally we shall discuss 
the role of the dielectric constant in computer simulations, and why it is a property absolutely 
different from the rest of properties determined in computer simulations. In our opinion, we have 
not properly understood its singular character in the past, and it is time to reformulate the problem 
properly [8].  
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Since it is now possible to make, in a controlled fashion, an almost unlimited variety of nanostructure 
shapes, it is of increasing interest to understand the forms of biological control that nanoscale shape 
allows. However, a priori rational investigation of such a vast universe of shapes appears to present 
intractable fundamental and practical challenges. This has limited the useful systematic investigation 
of their biological interactions and the development of innovative 
nanoscale shape-dependent therapies. Here, we introduce a concept of biologically relevant 
inductive nanoscale shape discovery and evaluation that is ideally suited to, and will ultimately 
become, a vehicle for machine learning discovery. Combining the reproducibility and tunability of 
microfluidic flow nanochemistry syntheses, quantitative computational shape analysis, and iterative 
feedback from biological responses in vitro and in vivo, we show that these challenges can be 
mastered, allowing shape biology to be explored within accepted scientific and biomedical research 
paradigms. Early applications identify significant forms of shape-induced biological and adjuvant-like 
immunological control.  
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Tris (2-amino-2-hydroxymethylpropane-1,3-diol), a well-known buffer component, has been recently 
considered as a promising absorbent in wet-CO2 absorption technology [1]. A 30% Tris solution in 
water exhibits a CO2 absorbing capacity comparable to aqueous monoethanolamine of the same 
concentration [2]. In addition, Tris is a cheap, non-toxic, non-volatile and non-flammable substance, 
which allows overcoming significant disadvantages of liquid amines commonly used in the industrial 
CO2 sequestration cycles. 
In the present work we show the results of dielectric relaxation spectroscopy of aqueous Tris 
solutions covering concentrations up to its solubility limit (c ≈ 3.3 mol dm−3) and frequencies from 50 
MHz to 89 GHz. We show that the dielectric spectra can be best fit by a sum of 1 Cole-Cole and two 
Debye modes arising from the solute- and solvent-associated relaxations, respectively. The analysis 
of the amplitudes reveals that a Tris molecule is hydrated by ~7 H2O molecules over the entire 
concentration range. Indeed, hydrodynamics friction coefficients extracted from Tris reorientation 
times indicate rather strong interactions between the solute and its near solvent surrounding. 
However, according to the size and structure of a Tris molecule and taking into account hydration 
patterns of previously studied solutes [3-5] it is very unlikely that all 7 H2O molecules interact with 
Tris stronger than with each other. To get more information on the type of solute-solvent and 
solvent-solvent interactions in the Tris/water system, the dielectric spectra were described by a 
superposition of 4 Debye relaxations with the slowest mode arising from reorientation of the solute, 
the second slowest from dynamically retarded hydration water and the two fastest modes assigned 
to bulk (rather unperturbed) water. Analysis of the data within the framework of this model 
indicates that although Tris indeed slows down ~7-8 H2O molecules their interaction strength with 
the solute is rather weak compared to their inherent H-bonds. Additionally, the results of quantum 
chemical calculations performed in the spirit of the step-by-step thermodynamics of hydration 
strongly support the findings of dielectric spectroscopy. 
The present research was funded by the Russian Science Foundation (project no. 22-23-00913). 
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Negatively charged particles repel each other in a vacuum. However, they are not necessarily 
repulsive under any conditions. The effective attraction between like-charged particles has been 
observed in an electrolyte solution. Zhang et al. showed the effective attraction experimentally and 
indicated important progress regarding the ion-specific effects on proteins [1-3]. The results go 
beyond generic Hofmeister interactions. In their experiments, the like-charged particles were acidic 
proteins which were negatively charged particles, and the electrolyte solution had multivalent 
cations, such as Y3+. The effective attraction appeared only under certain electrolyte concentrations. 
So, the electrolyte concentration dependence of the interaction showed a reentrant behavior. In a 
dilute electrolyte concentration, the effective interaction was repulsive. And the strong attraction 
appeared when the concentration became higher. However, the strong attraction disappeared if 
they added more electrolytes to the solution. The effective attraction and the reentrant behaviors 
are not only interesting in the phase behaviors of the protein solution but also important properties 
in the crystallization of protein. 
 
We calculated the effective interaction between like-charged particles using the integral equation 
theory, such as the HNC-OZ equations[4]. The numerical solutions showed the reentrant behavior 
when the Coulomb interaction was dominant. The correlation functions suggested that the cations 
mediated the effective attraction between negatively charged particles. When the cations localize at 
mediation site A (See Fig. 1), the cations attract negatively charged particles. The small anions are 
excluded from site A due to the direct Coulomb repulsion. Thus, the effective interaction depends on 
the local density of the cation at site A. The effective interaction becomes attractive when the total 
attractive interaction becomes larger than the repulsive interaction between the negatively charged 
particles. We confirmed this story of the reentrant behavior based on the correlation functions 
obtained by the integral equation theory. 
 
The strong attraction and the reentrant behavior have been explained based on the Coulomb 
interaction. On the other hand, solvent granularity strongly assists the behaviors[5]. We examined 
explicit and implicit solvent models. The calculated results indicated that the solvent granularity 
enhanced the effective attraction, and the reentrant behavior became clearer. This assistance is not 
a simple depletion force between macroanions. We analyzed this enhancement mechanism based 
on the calculated correlation functions. The results showed that the depletion force induced by the 
solvent granularity enhanced the effective attraction between a macroanion and a cation. However, 
the enhancement is not significant. Indeed, the increased amount is almost similar to that of the 
uncharged system, and we can estimate the increase using the Asakura-Oosawa theory. However, 
this minor enhancement leads to the significant enhancement of the effective attraction between 
macroanions because of the minor increase of local density as site A, namely the mediation site of 
the effective attraction. 
 
We also studied the effects of cation exchange[6] and ionic sizes[7] using the HNC-OZ theory. And 
we discussed the phase diagrams [8]. We are also calculating the effective interaction using 
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molecular simulations. In this presentation, we will review these results. And we will discuss the 
effect of solvent granularity and some new results. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram illustrating the association of two macroanions. The cations are localized at site A 
due to the Coulomb interaction. The macroanions effectively attract each other when the attraction mediated 
by the cations is stronger than the direct Coulomb repulsion between the macroanions. This is similar to a 
classical picture of the covalent bond. 
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0It is well established for molecular liquids that can form hydrogen bonds (HB, H-bond) that 

their structutural and dynamical properties depend on nuclear quantum effects (NQE), too   

Differences in terms of density, dynamic and thermodynamic properties between deuterated 

and hydrogenated forms of many liquids are well known,  while the nature of deviations in 

terms of the atomic structure can be quite complex. The main goal of the present work is to 

shed some light on the structural aspects at leas three different aspect. 

1. The proper description of NQE effect on intra and intermolecular radial distribution 

function 

2. Proper  validation of isotopic substitution method in neutron diffraction. 

3. NQE effect on different topological properties of Hydrogen bonded liquids. These 

properties can represented the local topological arrangements (Local structure index, 

tetrahedrality … ) or the cooperative behaviour of hydrogen bonded network. It would 

be also shown a significantly different behaviour exist in the simulations, which are 

incorporated the effect of polarizability (AIMD, AMOEBA) 

Additionally based on extensive benchmark studies between our newly developed method 

(’Generalized Smoothed Trajectory Analysis’ (GSTA)1,2) GSTA filtered and PIMD 

simulation results, reasonably good agreement between the two methods is presented. 

1. Berta, D.,  Ferenc, D., Bakó, I., Madarász, Á., Nuclear Quantum Effects from the 

Analysis of Smoothed Trajectories: Pilot Study for Water J. Chem. Theory 

Comput. 2020, 16, 3316 

2. Imre Bakó, Ádám Madarász, László Pusztai Nuclear quantum effects: their relevance 

in neutron diffraction studies of liquid water J. Mol. Liq.2021,  325 115192 
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Carbon dioxide hydrates are ice-like nonstoichiometric inclusion solid compounds with importance 
to global climate change, and gas transportation and storage [1]. The thermodynamic and kinetic 
mechanisms that control carbon dioxide nucleation critically depend on hydrate-water interfacial 
free energy. Only two independent indirect experiments are available in the literature [2,3]. 
Interfacial energies show large uncertainties and overestimated values due to the conditions at 
which experiments are performed. Under these circumstances, computer simulation tools over a 
way to estimate interfacial energies at coexistence conditions from a molecular perspective. We 
propose a novel implementation of a computational methodology based on the definition of 
interfacial energy [4] and the use of realistic and reliable models of water (TIP4P/Ice) [5] and carbon 
dioxide (TraPPE) [6] that have proven to predict accurately the ice-water interfacial energy and the 
dissociation line of carbon dioxide hydrates [7]. We found that simulations provide an interfacial 
energy value, at coexistence conditions, consistent with the experiments [2,3] from its 
thermodynamic definition [8]. This is the first calculation of the CO2 hydrate interfacial energy using 
molecular dynamics simulations at coexistence conditions from fundamental principles, including the 
definition of interfacial free energy, Thermodynamics, and Statistical Mechanics. This pioneering 
work opens a door to estimate accurate interfacial energies of hydrates from a molecular 
perspective [8]. 
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Upon release by the pre-synaptic cell, neurotransmitters (NTs) ensure unidirectional signal transport 
in living organisms by diffusion across the synaptic cleft connecting two neurons or joining a muscle 
cell and a neuron, followed by subsequent binding to an appropriate post-synaptic receptor.  NT 
diffusion, interaction with the phospholipid cell membrane, and binding to the receptor strongly 
depend on NT hydration [1]. Whilst numerous investigations on NT-receptor interactions can be 
found, surprisingly little is known on NT-H2O interactions. With this communication we extend our 
previous studies devoted to acetylcholine (a cation) [2] and glutamate (an anion with additional 

zwitterionic moiety) [3] to the zwitterionic NT -aminobutyric acid (GABA).  
The extremely water-soluble (~12.6 mol/kg) GABA is the predominant inhibitory NT regulating neural 
activities in the mammalian central nervous system and crucial for the mental and physical health of 

humans [4]. This contrasts with the behaviour of its structural isomer -aminobutyric acid (AABA), 
which is only moderately soluble (~2.2 mol/kg), does not act as a neurotransmitter and is thought to 
be of only minor pharmacological importance.  
We used dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (DRS) in the microwave region to characterize the 
cooperative dynamics of aqueous GABA and AABA solutions up to the saturation limit. The thus 
obtained total effective hydration numbers, Zt, could be split into contributions of Zib strongly and Zs 
moderately bound H2O molecules. 1D- and 3D-RISM calculations were used to locate these hydrating 
water molecules in the primary hydration shells of GABA and AABA, revealing fairly different 
hydration patterns for both solutes. 
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Attraction between opposite-charged and repulsion between like-charged particles is a commonly 

accepted concept in science.  In contrast, like-charged attraction seems to be counterintuitive at first 

glance. Unexpectedly, the formation of cation clusters in ionic liquids with specifically designed OH-

functionalized cations was observed at room temperature. [1-4] These clusters are formed via 

hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups terminating the alkyl chains of the cation and 

strongly affect the structural and dynamical properties of those materials.  

By utilising neutron diffraction experiments as well as molecular dynamics simulations, we probe the 

liquid nanostructures of the IL [HOC4Py][NTf2] in mixtures with the molecular liquid DMSO. The latter 

acts as an OH-catcher through its strong proton acceptor S=O group, controlling the delicate balance 

of cation-anion and cation-cation cluster distributions. We observe three types of hydrogen bonding 

situations in one solution, indicated by their characteristic bond lengths (H∙∙∙O) and (O∙∙∙O. 

Moreover, we address the important question, whether DMSO prefers to catch the hydroxyl groups 

of the cation-anion or the cation-cation clusters. The study is aimed at a better understanding of the 

relationship between clusters and larger scale nanostructures. 
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Figure 1: Three possible types of hydrogen bonding by diluting the IL [HOC4Py][NTf2] with DMSO 
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Carbon nanostructured materials are regarded to have high potenHal for the storage and 
management of H2 at cryogenic temperatures, and so they are of an outstanding pracHcal 
importance. H2 has many advantages as energy vector but an efficient storage is technologically 
challenging since the needed physical condiHons are demanding even at a theoreHcal level. For 
instance, the strong quantum character of the H2 molecule and its condensates leads to theoreHcally 
unexpected behaviours under confinement [1]. During our search for materials and processes of 
interest in energy applicaHons, we have observed isothermal large hystereHc hydrogen adsorpHon in 
samples made out of Double Wall Carbon Nanotubes bundles at 50 K, 77 K and 150 K and up to 15 
bar of pressure (see Figure 1). AdsorpHon metastability opens remarkable possibiliHes: it can be used 
to lower the working pressure for a given uptake; to increase the usable capacity; or to facilitate 
thermal management – see Ref. [2] for the analogous situaHon with methane. The case of 
metastable H2 adsorpHon has been barely explored, mostly in the context of Metal-Organic 
Frameworks (MOFs) as adsorbents [3] and linked to structural deformaHons of the frameworks. For 
nanostructured carbons, hysteresis has been associated with chemisorpHon in metallic parHcles [4], 
characterized by undesirably high desorpHon energy barriers. In order to gain informaHon about the 
microscopic spaHal structure and dynamics of the observed phenomenon we made a series of 
inelasHc neutron scaoering measurements at various temperatures and H2 loads. The elasHc signals 
(diffracHon) at different H2 loads are consistent with the uptake of the H2 within the intersHHals of 
the bundles. The quasielasHc signal (centred around the null energy transfer) display an anomalous 
dependence on momentum transfer (i.e., in spaHal correlaHons) which is nicely reproduced by an 
accurate 1D dimensional diffusion model (as expected from intersHHal confinement of the H2 fluid) 
while the complete inelasHc signal precludes the possibility of chemisorpHon onto the sample 
metallic impuriHes. Once discarded a chemisorpHon mechanism, we developed a 2D dimensional 
model that allowed us to restrict the parameters space and the computaHonal Hmes to a feasible size 
(Figure 2). The 2D model reveals a narrow range of microscopic parameters where the hysteresis 
shows up as the same Hme nicely reproducing the qualitaHve behaviour of the real system. The 
metastability emerges as consequence of the hierarchical structure of energy barriers, a structure 
that is sensiHve to the H2 uptake through the expansion/contracHon of the bundle configuraHon. 
Preliminary neutron diffracHon results confirm the appearance of this structural hysteresis validaHng 
the proposed microscopic mechanisms  responsible for the metastability. 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1: Isothermal H2 adsorpHon/desorpHon cycles in DWCTNs bundles at 50 K, 77 K and 150 K. In the 
superimposed picture at the les-up corner a transmission electron microscopy image of one of the bundles is 
shown. 

 

Figure 2: Snapshots of the two-dimensional uptake of H2 molecular discs (represented by small white spheres) 
within a bundle of disks (represented by large spheres) along an isothermal adsorpHon/desorpHon cycle 
displaying adsorpHon hysteresis.  
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Liquid water flows under high pressure in the Earth’s crust, and is involved in subduction and ore 
formation. Despite this major role of water in natural processes, viscosity measurements under high 
pressure are scarce and report conflicting values [1-3]. Here we present shear viscosity data deduced 
from the Brownian motion of 350 nm polystyrene spheres [4]. Our measurements using a diamond 
anvil cell extend up to 1.5 GPa, i.e. in the metastable liquid above its freezing pressure. Our results 
agree with values from [1,2]. By simultaneously recording Brillouin spectra from water, we also 
obtain the bulk viscosity of the liquid. The ratio of bulk to shear viscosity, nearly constant around 
2.75 at low pressure, shows a marked decrease at elevated pressure, exceeding -50%. We compare 
our results to molecular dynamics simulations with the TIP4P/2005 model. 
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The formation of dense, linear arrays (fibrils) by biomolecules is the hallmark of many degenerative 
diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and type-2 diabetes. Protein fibrils have also attracted interest as 
building blocks for new materials. It has long been recognised that surfaces can affect the fibrillation 
process, with the effect of surfaces dependent on both surface chemistry and protein structure1. As 
the behaviour of proteins on surfaces depends on the complex interplay of many different effects 
(e.g. protein sequence, surface physiochemical properties, protein mobility) and understanding this 
requires detailed microscopic information.  In this presentation work using molecular dynamics 
simulations the conformation of intrinsically disordered proteins on surfaces will be discussed. This 
will focus on typical fibril forming proteins, human Islet Amyloid Polypeptide (hIAPP)2 and amyloid 
beta fragments3, on a range of material surfaces. Notably hIAPP adopts largely alpha-helical 
conformations on hydrophobic surfaces (Figure 1), which are unfavourable for fibril formation. This 
is consistent with experimental observation that hydrophobic surfaces inhibit hIAPP fibrillation4. 
Understanding the relationship between surface properties and protein conformation can help us 
decipher the mechanism of protein fibrillation on both naturally-occurring (e.g. cell membrane) and 
synthetic surfaces. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Typical conformation of human Islet Amyloid Polypeptide on hydrophobic (top) and hydrophilic 
(bottom) surfaces. 
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The novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 emerged in December 2019 as a human pathogen that 
causes the COVID-19 pandemic. From the point of view of Soft Matter, this virus is made by a vesicle-
like envelope of proteins and lipids of 90 nm of diameter which tightly encapsulate the viral genetic 
material. The virion particle has a large protruding spike S glycoprotein (24 nm long) that covers the 
viral particle and give its crown-like characteristic appearance (hence the latin name “corona”). 
During these two years of pandemic, a wealth of structural information about the viral nanoparticle 
has been accumulating, including detailed 3D images of the envelope, protein structures with 
atomistic-resolution and many other molecular and supramolecular details.  

In our group, we have been employing this information in two main research line. The first 
line was to develop atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of the interaction of the virus with 
materials such as cellulose, graphite, polystyrene or the human skin [1-3] in order to provide 
physico-chemical basis for questions such as the design of better protective equipment or the 
possible role of indirect virus transmission. After our success in the study of virus-materials 
interaction, we have considered the question of the interaction of the virus with common 
disinfection chemical agents such as surfactants. In spite of the importance of the use of soap as a 
virucidal agent not only in the particular case of SARS-CoV-2, but for enveloped viruses, little is 
known about the molecular details of the action of surfactants over an enveloped virus. Questions 
such as the possible inactivation of the virus (by a coverage or denaturation of the spike protein by 
surfactants) or the damage of the virus integrity (by opening of a pore or hole at the lipid-protein 
envelop structure) or even the possibility of virus envelope dissolution are discussed here by 
Molecular Dynamics simulations. For a general exploration of the relative importance of surfactant 
characteristics and the relative importance of different interactions (surfactant-lipid envelope or 
surfactant-protein envelope) we have considered coarse-grain (CG) model of a full virus a CG models 
of surfactants. For a more detailed exploration in the case of common surfactants, we have 
considered all-atomic MD simulations of representative patches of the virus envelope (containing a 
mixture of lipids and membrane M proteins at realistic compositions with and without inserted S 
protein) in contact with common anionic and cationic surfactants such as SDS and CTAB.  

This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation through Grant 
No. RTI2018-096273-B-I00, the “Severo Ochoa” Grant No. CEX2019-000917-S for Centres of 
Excellence in R&D awarded to ICMAB and the FPI grant PRE2020-093689 awarded to M. D. M. D. is 
enrolled in the Material Sciences PhD program of the Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona. We thank 
CESGA and BSC-RES for computer time and technical support at Finisterrae and MinoTauro 
supercomputers, respectively. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Simulation snapshots showing the effect of surfactant on the structure of a virion particle from CG 
molecular dynamics simulations for different strengths of the relevant interactions between the surfactants 
and the virion components. The surfactants are shown in orange, the Spike, M and E virus structural proteins 
are shown in yellow, blue and red respectively and the different beads of the phospholipids of the envelope 
are shown in cyan and pink.  The scale bar corresponds to 10 nm. 
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Since the beginning of this century, the density scaling idea has attracted a lot of interest as 
bearing hallmarks of universality in the study of the glass transition and related phenomena [1]. The 
primary advantage of this idea relies on a simple link between macroscopic phenomena near the 
glass transition and a simple effective short-range intermolecular potential mainly dependent on the 
inverse power law (IPL) of intermolecular distances. What is important, the IPL exponent is related to 
the scaling exponent γ, which enables to scale onto one master curve different dynamic quantities X, 
for instance structural relaxation time and viscosity, as a function of the single variable ργ/T (where 
ρ-density, T-temperature), and can be found from the density scaling criterion, 

 log10ρ = γlog10T + const(X) at X=const    (1) 
Despite many achievements of this approach, there are some unsolved fundamental problems with 
its theoretical grounds. The crucial flaw of the most popular theoretical explanation of the density 
scaling behavior, called the isomorph theory, is its phenomenological character based on many 
simulation experiments carried out in simple isotropic models based on the Lennard-Jones potential. 
However, the real molecular shapes are anisotropic in the vast majority, and the anisotropic force 
fields seem to be much more adequate to model physicochemical properties of such materials. 
Guided by this premise, very recently we have successfully employed a well-known Gay-Berne (GB) 
model earlier parametrized to achieve a supercooling and glass transition at zero pressure [2] in 
order to find the glass transition points and investigate volumetric and dynamic properties in the 
supercooled liquid state at elevated pressure [3]. In this way, we have been able to explore the 
density scaling fundamentals in the GB model characterized by the well-defined anisotropy in both 
the molecular shape and the intermolecular potential. Among other things, we have confirmed that 
Eq. (1) provides the best method for evaluating the scaling exponent γ, which enables to scale both 
translational and rotational relaxation times of the supercooled GB liquid (Fig. 1), while the isochoric 
virial - potential energy correlation promoted by the isomorph theory is not useful in the anisotropic 
case. Moreover, we have argued that the reduced units of the isomorph theory should not be used 
to analyze the vast majority experimental data measured in isobaric or isothermal conditions, 
because these units are not applicable in the isobaric-isothermal statistical ensemble.  
 In the next step, we have focused on the thermodynamic aspect of the density scaling and its 
relation to the dynamic one [4]. First, in the supercooled liquid GB model, we have successfully 
verified the novel invariant earlier reported for molecular glass formers [5], which is the ratio of 
thermodynamic and dynamic moduli BT/MV-T, where BT is the inverse of isothermal compressibility 
and MV-T is the ratio of isochoric activation energy and activation volume. Consequently, we have 
discussed the recent suggestions about a state-point dependence of the density scaling exponent γ. 
Second, we have investigated the molecular anisotropy effect on the role of entropy in the 
thermodynamic evolution of the time scale of molecular dynamics near the glass transition by 
comparing our new results obtained from the molecular dynamics simulations in the GB model with 
our previous investigations of supercooled van der Waals and ionic liquids, and polymer melts [6,7]. 
Considering the total system entropy S, the configurational system entropy Sconf, and the excess 
system entropy Sex, which is an excess of the ideal gas entropy in the same thermodynamic 
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conditions as the GB liquid is examined, we gain a new insight into the linkage between molecular 
dynamics and thermodynamics near the glass transition.   
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FIGURES 
 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of the density scaling of translational and rotational relaxation times in the supercooled 
GB liquid of the anisotropy aspect ratio αr = 1.3. All quantities are in the LJ units. (a) Dependences of 
translational relaxation times τ on volume V.  (b) Dependences of rotational relaxation times τrot on volume V. 
(c) Density scaling criterion (Eq. 1) implemented for τ. (d) Density scaling of τ . (e) Density scaling of τrot.  
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We have developed a theoretical approach to describe the thermodynamic properties of the ionic 
solution modelled by the primitive model with an explicit consideration of the neutral hard 
spherocylinder solvent. The solution is studied in a disordered porous confinement presented as a 
uniform dispersion of immobile spherical particles (Figure 1). The proposed theory is based on a 
combination of two approaches: the scale particle theory for the description of the reference system 
represented by a mixture of hard spheres and prolate hard spherocylinders immersed in a matrix [1] 
and the associative mean-spherical approximation for taking into account Coulomb interactions 
between ions [2]. For the considered solvent explicit model in a matrix, analytical expressions for 
pressure, free energy and partial chemical potentials are derived for the first time [3]. Using these 
expressions, the liquid-liquid phase transition is studied, where one phase is enriched with ions and 
another one – with solvent particles. In the solvent-rich phase, the isotropic-nematic phase 
transition is observed due to the orientational ordering of the spherocylinder solvent particles at 
different porosities of a matrix. The effects of the matrix confinement and of the solvent particle 
elongation on the liquid-liquid and isotropic-nematic phase transitions are studied at different 
pressures. The role of association phenomena appearing between positively and negatively charged 
ions in phase behavior of the considered ionic solutions under confinement is discussed. 
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Figure 1: Hard spherocylinder solvent ionic model in a disordered porous medium 
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We investigated by molecular dynamics simulations the dynamical properties (translation and rotation) of the 

glass-forming liquid meta-cresol. This system was investigated at 19 temperatures from T=600K down to 

220K. This temperature range encompasses the liquid and glassy state of meta-cresol.  In order to get insight 

into the coupling between the translation and rotation motions, the center of velocity autocorrelation 

function was calculated along the meta-cresol principal axes. We showed then that the time behavior of the 

velocity and angular velocity is connected to the change in the locale structure. Indeed, the long time negative 

region in the velocity autocorrelations was associated with a caging effect while the  occurrence of a short 

time negative region in these functions was considered as a signature of specific interaction. The time 

evolution of the rotation translation coupling was evaluated from the difference (t)ΔRTC

i  between the 

velocity autocorrelation function calculated with respect to the molecular frame (i=x,y,z)   of the meta-cresol 

molecule and that of the same function calculated in the frame of the hypothesis that there is no statistical 

correlation between the translation and rotation motions. The positive regions of (t)ΔRTC

i  (i=x,y,z) indicate an 

occurrence of a cooperative effect which means that the each of the two motions is realized in the favor of 

the other.  Conversely, negative regions indicate that the rotation and translation motions are anti 

cooperative.  The change in the local structure was investigated by using the nearest neighbor approach. The 

change in the radial and the mutual orientation nearest neighbor distributions is shown to be consistent with 

the fact that the translation rotation coupling is more effective along the x and z axes.  
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Abstract 
Memristor, or memory resistor, is a device whose resistance depends on its previous history of 
applied voltage. In 2008, Hewlett-Packard (HP®) group announced the discovery of the memristor 
and they experimentally demonstrated its properties which opened the way to the emergence of 
several memristive systems [1]. The vast majority of these memristors are solid state with quite a 
few ionic-liquid based memristors which require high voltage application and complex experimental 
conditions. It was demonstrated that the loop style (crossing or touching at the origin of current-
voltage curve) depends on the mechanism behind the memristive effect [2]. Herein, we use 2D slit 
shaped angstrom-scale channels with pristine MoS2 walls or activated carbon walls to study the 
memristor effects in two-dimensional channels [3, 4]. The confinement in the 2D (height of the 
channel <10 nm) was necessary to observe the memristive effects. The surface charge and the 
composition of the electrolyte played an important role in the determination of the style of the 
memristive IV loop. The main advantage of this new memristor is the use of simple electrolyte salts 
(HCl, KCl, NaCl, CaCl2, AlCl3, etc.) rather than complex ionic liquids and the application of up to 
hundred times smaller voltages (within the water oxidation window) which can potentially reduce 
the energy consumption [5]. Indeed, the MoS2 2D channel devices showed interesting versatility, 
with different memristor loop styles and even we can observe them reversibly in the same device, by 
simple modification of the salt type, concentration, pH, frequency, the channel height etc. The 
existence of memristor effects was confirmed by the dependence of the IV loop area on the 
alternative voltage frequency. Finally the memristor showed interesting synapse-like dynamics and 
long/short memory effects. This discovery can pave the path toward the real life application in digital 
logic circuits, random access memory, signal processing, random number generator, artificial 
intelligence and neuromorphic computing.  
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Figure 1: a) Schematic view of the set-up used for memristor device based on the application of alternating 
voltage using two Ag/AgCl electrodes dipped in electrolyte solution. Typical memristor current-voltage graph 
observed in b) pristine MoS2 channels (height = 1 nm, salt concentration = 3 M) showing touching style loop c) 
activated carbon channels (height = 5 nm, salt concentration =1 M) showing crossing style loop. 
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Many of water’s physical properties are anomalous compared to other liquids. Several 

thermodynamic scenarii have been put forward to explain those anomalies [1]. One of them is a 

putative liquid-liquid transition (LLT) between a low-density and a high-density phase. ST2 and 

TIP4P/2005 simulations predict that the Stokes-Einstein ratio, that relates dynamical characteristics 

of water (viscosity and self diffusion coefficient) is related to the temperature difference with the 

Widom line, that is the line of correlation length maxima associated with the LLT [2,3]. 

 

I will present the Stokes-Einstein ratio that we deduced from our measurements of the viscosity of 

deeply supercooled water under pressure [4,5] using existing self-diffusion data [6]. I will compare to 

the Stokes-Einstein ratio that we could deduce from our measurements on deeply supercooled 

heavy water [7,8,9]. Comparison with molecular dynamics simulations shows that, if a liquid-liquid 

critical point exists in water, its pressure is above 150 MPa. 
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Thermophysical properties of compressed liquids are quantities of great interest in several 

physics and physical chemistry fields. Thus, many studies have been devoted to experimental 
measurements of the thermophysical properties of liquids and their mixtures. Significantly, 
temperature and pressure dependences of thermophysical properties have been investigated by 
experiments for hundreds of molecular systems and mixtures. The state of any fluid is something 
that engineering chemists often find it necessary to specify clearly. Such a specification must include 
the density (or specific volume) of a substance, the pressure, and the temperature. The 
mathematical relationship that links them is the Equation of State (EoS), which remains the basis of 
thermodynamics. Although many EoSs were introduced either to understand the physical 
background of liquids or use practical calculations instead of extensive direct measurements, there is 
no “universal predictive recipe,”, especially for liquids with complex inter-particle interactions. One 
of the most important examples of such media are ionic liquids, which are of great modern interest 
from the fundamental view of physical chemistry as well as prospective practical applications. 

In this work, we demonstrate the possibility of calculating the high-pressure properties of 
ionic liquids using their thermodynamic parameters determined at ambient pressure addressing the 
scaling properties revealed for thermodynamic fluctuations, especially the inverse reduced density 
fluctuations and reduced pressure fluctuations. Our method, which led to the so-called Fluctuation 
Theory-based Equation of State (FT-EoS), already demonstrated its predictive capacity for density of 
the dataset of 80 different ILs with an overall relative absolute average deviation close to 0.14% [1] 
and got strict mathematical support from the theory of thermodynamic linear analysis. Its further 
development resulted in the predictive approach to the speed of sound’s predictions based on the 
pressure fluctuations [2]. By applying our method, the agreement, well-coordinated with the 
possibilities of the actual experimental method, is observed between experimental and predicted 
high-pressure speed of sound data for all collected ILs from the ILTermo database; see, for example, 
Fig. 1. An overall relative average absolute deviation is close to 0.85%. 
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Figure 1: A comparison of the pressure dependence of the speed of sound between FT-EoS and collected 
experimental results for 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis((trifluoromethyl)sulfonyl)imide for (288, 292, 298, 
308 and 318) K from up to down. 
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The calculation of the lateral pressure profile in computer simulations of anisotropic systems is an 
important problem in various respects; however, it is not a straightforward task at all. The difficulty 
stems from the fact that pressure is an inherently non-local quantity, which has to be localized in the 
profile calculation. Further, if an Ewald summation-based method is used to account for the long 
range part of the intermolecular interactions, the reciprocal space term of this correction is not 
pairwise additive. We have proposed an accurate and computationally very efficient way of 
calculating the profile of the lateral pressure, which can also take into account the reciprocal space 
term when using the sPME method. Further, this way the lateral pressure can be distributed among 
the interacting atoms in the system as if it were a pairwise additive quantity. Since the surface 
tension is the integral over the imbalance of the lateral and normal pressure components, and the 
latter of them is constant, this method allows us to calculate the contribution of the individual 
particles, molecules and moieties to the surface tension. Recently, we have used this method to 
determine the surface tension contribution of the different molecules and moieties (i.e., water, 
headgroup, tail, and, if present, also counterions) in aqueous surfactant solutions. We have 
considered five different amphiphilic molecules, representative of anionic, cationic and non-ionic 
(alcoholic) surfactants in this respect. We have found that the headgroups of alcoholic surfactants 
give a negligible contribution to the surface tension, while the opposite is true for ionic surfactants 
and counterions, which give much larger (positive and negative) contributions than the total surface 
tension itself. [1] We investigate the effect of the counterion type and charge sign in this respect. 
[2,3] Concerning the type of the counterions, the observed trends are qualitatively compatible with 
the Hofmeister series, with the notable exception of sodium. [3] In the artificial system where the 
counterion and surfactant charges are inverted in sign, the surface tension contributions of the 
counterions, surfactant headgroups and water molecules even change their sign. [3] Since the charge 
inversion makes the counterions considerably harder, the results stress the key role of the hardness 
of the counterions in this respect. However, the hydration free energy gain of the counterions, 
occurring upon charge inversion, is compensated by the concomitant free energy loss of the 
headgroups and water molecules, leading to negligible change in the surface tension of the entire 
system. 
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ABSTRACT 
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)‒poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) alternating multiblock (AMB) copolymer is an 
amphiphilic macromolecules. Since its characteristic primary structure, the morphology of the 
polymer assemblies has attracted keen interests. In this study, we have prepared two types of PEO–
PPO AMB copolymers, (EO220PO33)n and (EO68PO33)m, where EO is the ethylene oxide unit, PO is the 
propylene oxide unit, and the subscripts indicate the number of repeat units. It is found that the 
aqueous solution of (EO220PO33)n and (EO68PO33)n undergoes phase separation with a lower critical 
solution temperature (LCST). The precipitation fractionation enables us to prepare various samples 
having different molecular weight. The phase boundary of the aqueous solution for (EO220PO33)n shifts 
to higher temperature region without changing its shape. On the other hand, the shape of those for 
(EO68PO33)n significantly changes depending upon the molecular-weight. LCST of the aqueous solution 
of (EO220PO33)n is much higher than that of (EO68PO33)n, because the latter has a shorter PEO block. 
The morphology of the unimer and associate of these copolymers are investigated by dynamic light 
scattering and small angle X-ray scattering techniques.   
 
EXPERIMENTAL  
The PEO-PPO AMB copolymer (Fig. 1) was prepared by a dehydrated condensation reaction according 
to the literature [1]. Briefly, α,ω-diamino PPO (JEFFAMINE D-2000; weight-average molecular weight, 
Mw, =2.0´103) was kindly supplied by Huntsman Corporation. α,ω-Disuccinimidyl PEO (SUNBRIGHT DE-
100 HS; Mw=1.0´104)was purchased from NOF Corporation. The reaction was carried out in CHCl3 at 
0 °C. The crude sample was recovered by dialysis against water, followed by freeze-drying. 
Precipitation fractionation of the copolymer was performed by phase separation in an acetone/n-
hexane mixture at 25-50°C. The characterization details can be found in previous reports [1,2]. 
 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
Fig.2 shows the phase boundary curve for the aqueous solution of (EO220PO33)n and (EO68PO33)n, which 
are estimated by the measurement of the cloud point. The phase boundary of (EO68PO33)n locates a 
lower temperature region, indicating that the copolymer is more hydrophobic. The phase boundary 
for (EO220PO33)n shifts to a higher temperature region with decreasing Mw, which has often been 
reported for amphiphilic polymers. On the other hand, the Mw dependence on the phase boundary 
for (EO68PO33)n is relatively complicated. The lower critical solution temperature (LCST) for the system 
can be obtained as the minimum of the phase boundary curve. The Mw dependence of LCST for 
(EO220PO33)n series can be analyzed by means of Shultz-Flory plots [3], which gives rise to the theta 
temperature (Tq) of 44 °C. The (EO220PO33)n may form a micelle above the temperature. Fig. 3 
represents the Mw dependence of the hydrodynamic radius for (EO220PO33)n and (EO68PO33)n in water 
at 0.1 wt % and 25 °C. The results indicate that the single chain of (EO220PO33)n forms a shrunk coil in 
water under Tq, whereas that of (EO68PO33)n exists as an anisotropic coil.  
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Figure 1: Chemical structure of PEO-PPO AMB copolymer. 

 

Figure 2: (Left)Phase diagram for the aqueous solution of (EO220PO33)n. (Right) that of (EO68PO33)n.   

 

Figure 3: Mw dependence of the hydrodynamic radius for (EO220PO33)n and (EO68PO33)n in water at 0.1 wt % 
and 25 °C.   
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Ionic liquids (IL) attract major attention as advanced electrolytes, solvents and reaction control 
agents. However, up to date, their structure-property relationship remains mostly empirical. Despite 
being essentially a Coulomb-type system, in many aspects their properties are governed by weaker 
interactions – hydrogen bonding and even dispersion interactions. Although the Coulomb interaction 
is more than an order of magnitude stronger than the hydrogen bond, the local and directional 
nature of the hydrogen bond matters and influences characteristically the properties of these fluid 
salts. Normally, the formation of hydrogen bonds between cation and anion increases the attractive 
Coulomb interaction and tightens the interaction between the oppositely charged ions, resulting in 
preformation of ion-pairs, i.e. the (c-a) pairs. Recently, using a combination of IR and solid state 2H 
NMR, we have shown [1-3], that rational desing of hydroxyl functional groups into the alkyl side 
chains in the pyridinium or piperidinium-based cations creates the possibility of formation of stable 
positively charged hydrogen bonded cationic (c-c) clusters both in liquid an solid states of the IL.  
 

 
 
Figure 1: OD Groups of the Hydroxy-Functionalized 1-(n-Hydroxyalkyl)pyridinium Cations with n = 2−4. These 
OD groups form hydrogen bonds either with the oxygen of the OD groups of another cation or with the 
oxygen of the O=S group of the anion bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide, resulting in (c-c) clusters or (c-a) ion 
pairs. 
 
In this contribution we discuss, that the presence of these somewhat counteintuitive (c-c) clusters 
greatly affect the physical properties of the ionic liquids, their molecular scale structure and 
dynamics. In particular, we show that the presence of (c-c) clusters alters the nature of the phase 
transition from liquids-solid to liquid-glass type, preventing thus the crystallization process. By 
means of the 2H NMR T1 and T2 relaxation analysis we show, that the mechanism of the isotropic 
diffusion, and consequently  of the microscopic viscosity, is greatly affected by the availability of the 
the (c-c) clusters: for such liquids the isotropic rotational diffusion is driven by two distinct rate 
constants, one operating in the range of low temperatures and supercooled region and the second 
one govering the dynamics at high temperatures. Notably, when only the (c-a) pairs are present, the 
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isotropic diffusion is characterized the a single rate constant in the whole range of temperatures. . 
We finally discuss the role of the dispersion interactions for the observed phenomena, by inspecting 
cations with variable alkyl-chain lenght.  

This work has been supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant № 21-13-00047) and the 
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.  
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It is well known that interactions of molecules depend not only on their own architecture.  Rather, 
water which is always present in a biological environment significantly determines the nature of 
molecular contacts. Especially for molecules or particles with titratable surface groups, additional 
environmental influences, such as ionic strength or pH thus contribute to the electrostatic 
distribution of the molecular surfaces and determine the nature of the contacts. These effects on the 
molecular level are able to trigger macroscopic morphological changes of the adsorbed material.  
Using atomistic simulations in the area of force field and density functional applications, I will 
highlight the role of specifically water and ions as well as the local surface charge distribution on 
adsorption processes using selected examples of protein - protein and protein - bioceramics 
interfaces. Namely, I will talk about the comparative adsorption of lysozyme, chemotrypsin and 
fibronectine [Figure1] on three different oxides (SiO2, TiO2 and Al2O3) which span a wide range of 
PZCs [1-4].  
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: The C-terminal interchain domain of fibronectine (gray), as well as the modules 10FnIII (cyan) and 
7FnIII (blue) in an aqueous ionic solution adsorbed on an amorphous alumina surface. The visible liquid wall in 
the background indicates the size of the simulation cells 
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For the first time, the single-component ellipsoidal Gay-Berne model has been successfully used to 
the simulation study of the supercooled liquid state and the glass transition at elevated pressure [1]. 
Contrary to the single-component Lennard-Jones liquid model, the GB supercooled liquid has turned 
out to be characterized by the sufficient glass formation ability (Fig. 1) in the thermodynamic range 
giving the possibility of quite convenient investigations of the translational and rotational molecular 
dynamics near the glass transition. It seems that this advantage of the GB model over the LJ one 
originates from the molecular anisotropy inherent in both the ellipsoidal shapes of interacting 
species and the anisotropic intermolecular potential of the GB model compared to the point 
interacting species and the isotropic intermolecular potential of the LJ model. One could suspect that 
the thermodynamic range of supercooling in the GB model might be extended by studying binary 
mixtures of ellipsoidal species of different αr, which is worth testing in the future. We have 
thoroughly explored the density scaling properties in the supercooled liquid state in the anisotropic 
GB model. We have confirmed the validity of the density scaling of translational (Fig. 2) and 
rotational relaxation times expressed by some functions and in case of the GB supercooled liquids of 
four different anisotropy aspect ratios αr, finding that the density scaling exponent γ is the same for 
τ and τrot at a given αr and increases with increasing αr. We have shown that the best way to 
evaluate the proper value of γ consists in the use of the density scaling criterion, and hence it should 
be treated as a macroscopic parameter related to the effective short-range intermolecular potential 
Ueff commonly suggested to be composed of a dominant repulsive inverse power law term and a 
weak attractive background. Our investigations of the supercooled liquid state and the glass 
transition in the anisotropic GB model clearly show that the anisotropic models constitute a 
promising alternative to the isotropic ones towards a better understanding and proper reflecting 
physicochemical properties of the glass forming materials. 
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FIGURES 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1: The plots of the isobaric dependences of the particle number volume V on temperature T in the 
glassy and supercooled liquids states in the GB model for different anisotropy aspect ratios αr. The solid 
curves crossing the isobaric dependences V on T denote the glass transition curves. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Plots of the high quality density scaling of the translational relaxation times τ collected in the 
supercooled liquid state in the GB model for different anisotropy aspect ratios αr, which have been obtained 
by using the values of the density scaling exponent γ evaluated based on the density scaling criterion.  
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Liquids are disordered and they come in two variants [1]: simple disorder, such as Lennard-Jones 
liquids, CCL4, or weakly polar liquids such as acetone, and complex disorder, such as water, alcohols, 
hydrogen bonding liquids, or soft-matter and biological liquids. The second variant differs from the 
first in the intriguing duality between concentration fluctuations and clustering [2]. In Ref.[1] we 
described this difference using statistical quantities such as atom-atom pair correlation functions, in 
particular the pre-peak feature [3]. In this presentation, we extend this study to dynamical atom-
atom van Hove correlation functions and the associated memory functions, as obtained from 
molecular dynamics simulations. Interestingly, dynamical complexity is characterized by the 
difference between real time and kinetic time, the latter which is an emerged quantity, just as 
clusters are, due to the fact that associated entities appear as supra-particles, distinct from the real 
molecules in the system. The analysis highlights many new properties of dynamical correlations in 
molecular liquids. 
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Abstract 

Sliding on ice is a familiar experience, but the reason why ice has such a low friction has a long and
controversial history. For many years, it has been assumed that the main reason for the low friction
of  ice  is  due  to  the  formation  of  a  thick  lubrication  layer  of  melt  water.  However,  there  is  no
consensus on the origin of the melt water film. Among the different  hypothesis enumerated are
pressure melting, ice premelting and frictional heating of the surface [1]. Very recently, however, it
has been suggested that lubrication plays no role whatsoever, and that ice friction is mainly given by
adhesive and mechanical properties of ice [2].

Unfortunately, these hypothesis cannot be easily confirmed by macroscopic experiments. What is the
actual thickness of the watery lubrication film under static conditions? Does it change significantly
with the nature of the substrate? Does it become thicker upon increasing the pressure or shearing? Is
the resulting thickness sufficient for the establishment of a lubricating Couette flow?

In this work we borrow tools from our recent investigations on the structure of ice premelting in
order to understand better the microscopic origin of the low friction coefficient of ice [3-5]. 
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Flow pattern of an interfacially premelted ice film upon shearing by a slider. How close is this to
macroscopic Couette flow ?
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Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are used to investigate thermophysical properties of 
molecular liquids such  as 1-chloropropane, 2-chloropropane and water as a function of temperature 
and pressure. Investigated properties include the density, the constant pressure and constant 
volume heat capacities, the isobaric thermal expansion coefficient, the isothermal compressibility 
and the speed of sound. For chloropropanes, experimental data for density have been reexamined 
[1-3] and  used together with other experimental data [4] to fit the Span-Wagner equation of state    
(EoS). For water, an extensive MD study is performed with the SPC/E model and compared to 
prediction of a Span-Wagner-type EoS  and to experimental results [5].  
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Figure 1: Isobaric thermal expansion coefficient of 1-chloropropane from MD simulation results  
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Abstract 
Organogels comprise gelator(s) and solvents where both components have organic nature. p-
Chlorophenol and a surfactant AOT, bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulfosuccinate serve as organogelators in 
nonpolar solvents [1, 2], if they are combined in solvent. We have studied such binary organogel 
structures, optical properties, and mechanical properties or Young's modulus, in our earlier 
publication [2]. Thermal properties have not been analyzed adequately yet with conventional 
procedures. In this contribution we show Hansen solubility parameters can be applied to go over 
gel–sol points of the binary oraganogel systems. To our knowledge, this study firstly applies Hansen 
solubility parameters to binary organogels.  
 
Materials and data analysis 
The reader finds details of organogel synthesis in our previous study [2]. Briefly, equivolume 
solutions of gelators with a 0.1 mol dm–3 concentration are mixed to obtain organogels by self-
organization. We use a dropping point system DP70, from Mettler Toledo, to get drop points, Tdrop, 
as a measure of the gel–sol transition point. The Hansen solubility parameters package (version 
5.0.03) determines the solvent parameters. We use the Hansen distance between materials 1 and 2, 
Ra, which is calculated as 
 

Ra
2 = 4(D1 – D2)2 + (P1 – P2)2 + (H1 – H2)2       (1) 

 
where D, P, and H stand for dispersion, polarizability, and hydrogen bond terms of solvent 
interaction, respectively. We take the Hansen distance between the solvent and 3-methylpentance, 
where the latter corresponds to the effective interaction-site of the gelator AOT. 

We study 28 organic solvents in the organogel synthesis. 23 of them are nonpolar solvents 
and they gel the geletors to form organogel. The remaining systems are with polar solvents, and they 
stay in sol. Polar solvents are intentionally chosen for comparison.  
 
Results and discussion 
We firstly try to make a clear explanation of Tdrop with a help of the boiling points of solvent, Tb, solv. 
Figure 1 plots Tdrop in correlation with Tb, solv. Obviously, Tdrop values are scattering around the plot. 
We see Tb, solv cannot be a suitable measure for Tdrop in a global solvent species. With a closer look, 
meanwhile, we see somewhat positive correlations within four solvent groups (aromatics, acyclic 
alkanes, cyclic alkanes, cyclic alkenes). We need to have another manner to obtain understandable 
correlations with Tdrop.  

In the abscissa of Figure 2, we use Ra instead. When Ra goes up, Tdrop comes down. Mutual 
correlation is clearer than plots in Figure 1. The behavior in Figure 2 is reasonable. This is because as 
the chemical properties are somewhat similar in between the gelator and solvent, the Ra value 
becomes small. With more solid interactions between them, we may obtain higher Tdrop. At the 
conference site we talk about more molecular views regarding gelator—solvent interactions.  
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Figure 1. Plots of Tdrop versus Tb, solv. Solvent groups are found inside the graph. Two solvents that are 

independent of the solvent groups are perhaloalkane, or carbon tetrachloride (|><|), and acyclic alkene, or 2-

butyl-1-butene (+). The solid lines are guide to eye.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Plots of Tdrop versus Ra. Solvent groups are found inside the graph. Two solvents that are independent 

of the solvent groups are perhaloalkane, or carbon tetrachloride (|><|), and acyclic alkene, or 2-butyl-1-

butene (+). The solid line is guide to eye.  
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Magnetic nanogels (MNG) -- soft colloids made of polymer matrix with embedded in them magnetic 
nanoparticles (MNPs) -- are promising magneto-controllable drug carriers. In order to develop this 
potential, one needs to study MNG's behavior in various microfluidic systems, one of which can be 
modelled as a channel with a shear flow. At the same time, MNG motion can be governed by an 
external magnetic field, alongside with other factors, such as temperature, quality of the solvent or 
gels topology. The latter is usually controlled by spatial distribution of crosslinkers in the gels 
polymer matrix. Thus, a clear understanding of the interplay between magnetic, topologic and 
hydrodynamic influence on MNGs dynamics will be an essential step to facilitate their usage in 
targeted drug delivery [1]. 
 
Considering the size of the MNG and typical time and velocity scales involved in their nanofluidics, 
experimental characterisation of the system is challenging. In this work, we perform molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations combined with the Lattice-Boltzmann (LB) scheme [2] aiming at 
describing the impact of the shear rate and applied magnetic field on the shape, magnetic structure 
and motion of an MNG with a given topology: uniform, with shifted centre of mass, with Gaussian 
distribution from the centre to periphery and reverse. An example of a simulated system shown in 
Fig. 1. 
 
We find that in a shear flow, the centre of mass of an MNG tends to be in the centre of a channel 
and to move, preserving the distance to both walls. The MNG monomers along with translation are 
involved in two more types of motion, they rotate around the centre of mass and oscillate with 
respect to the latter. It results in synchronised tumbling and wobbling of the whole MNG 
accompanied by its volume oscillates. The fact, the MNG is a highly compressible and permeable for 
the carrier liquid. It makes its behaviour different from a simple droplet in an emulsion. We show 
that the volume oscillations and rotations are two faces of the same periodic process whose 
frequency is a growing function of the shear rate [3]. We find that the stronger magnetic interactions 
between MNPs are, the higher is the frequency of this complex oscillatory motion, and the lower is 
its amplitude. Finally, we show how this frequency depends on gels topology, external magnetic field 
and density of MNPs filling.  
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Figure 1: Simulation snapshot of an MNGs with shifted center of crosslinking in shear flow under and external 
magnetic field; arrows are MNPs and crosslinking bonds are represented by sticks. 
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Fundamental studies on protein aggregation are of great interest in several areas. A huge number of 
investigations have concerned amyloid fibrils, due to their role in relevant diseases [1]. More 
recently, amyloid aggregates were also exploited to develop functional hydrogels, as novel 
biomaterials for biomedical and biotechnological applications [2]. The role of amyloid aggregation as 
a way to improve food products was also considered [3]. Interestingly, the capability of forming 
amyloid aggregates upon denaturation, seems a rather general property of globular proteins, 
independently on their secondary structure [4,5]. In this context, lysozyme was deeply studied as a 
model protein, owing to its tendency to form amyloid fibrils in acidic conditions [4]. Very often, 
protein samples at relatively low concentrations were considered, while less efforts were devoted to 

study highly concentrated systems (protein concentrations greater than 100 mg/ml), when 
excluded volume and viscosity effects could be relevant in determining unfolding and aggregation 
features. Nevertheless, protein assembly in self-crowded samples might represent a convenient 
route to form specific amyloid aggregates and hydrogel with tailored features, of possible relevance 
in different fields including biology, pharmaceutics, food technology and material science. In this 
contribution, a procedure will be presented to rapidly form lysozyme hydrogels in highly 

concentrated samples (240 mg/ml). Molecular insights on the gelation process were obtained by in 
situ FTIR spectroscopy. These were then connected with the results of related approaches, which 
probe structural properties at mesoscopic and macroscopic length scales [4]. Our results 
demonstrate that transparent and thermoreversible protein hydrogel can be easily produced in self-
crowded conditions. Their properties were explained considering the formation of amyloid oligomers 
that further interconnect through weak (reversible) interactions. This type of hydrogels, constituted 
by amyloid oligomers, might represent an interesting class of functional biomaterials, in analogy with 
the more conventional fibrillar hydrogels.  
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We study hydrogen bond (HB) redistribution in mixtures of two protic ionic liquids (PILs) sharing the 
same cation: triethylammonium-methanesulfonate ([TEA][OMs]) and triethylammonium-triflate 
([TEA][OTf]). The mixture is exhibiting large negative excess energies of mixing. Based on results 
obtained from atomic detail molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we derive a lattice model, 
discriminating between HB and nonspecific intermolecular interactions. We demonstrate that due to 
the ordered structure of the PILs, mostly the HB interactions contribute to the mixing energy. This 
allows to us to connect the equilibrium of HBs to each of the two anion species with the excess 
energies and entropies of mixing. The entropy associated with HB redistribution is shown to be 
negative, and even overcompensating the positive entropy associated with a statistical distribution 
of the ions in the mixture (see Figure 1). This is suggesting that the mixing process is driven by 
enthalpy, not entropy. In addition, we use a combination of calorimetry, and 1H-NMR chemical shift 
measurements to determine the difference in HB strength favouring the [TEA]-[OMs] interaction. 
Both, the results from MD-simulation and from experimental calorimetry and 1H-NMR chemical shift 
data show a qualitatively similar behaviour and can be explained within the same theoretical 
framework. 
 
FIGURES 

 
 

 
Figure 1: The excess entropy SE due to HB redistribution is negative, even overcompensating the positive ideal 

contribution Smix-id. due to the statistical distribution of the anions in the mixture in the range 0.1<xOMs<0.65. 
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Carbohydrates are among the most essential biomolecules that play principal roles in several 
biological processes such as molecular recognition, and structural stabilization and modification of 
proteins and nucleic acids that can act as cryoprotective molecules for living cells. Additionally, they 
play a significant role in many industrial applications related to, e.g., food, biotech, and cosmetics 
industries. [1] Although carbohydrates are generally considered hydrophilic compounds, they have 
substantial hydrophobicity that varies with their structure. In the gas phase, the energetically most 
stable conformations are the ones where hydroxyl groups form a well-defined intramolecular H-
bonded pattern. [2] The competition of these intramolecular H-bonds with the intermolecular ones, 
which are formed between the carbohydrate ring oxygen and the water molecules, along with the 
hydrophobic interactions, determine the solvation shell of these molecules.  
 

In this presentation, we consider four simple sugars, -D-glucose, -D-glucose, -D-galactose, and 

-D-mannose, whose molecular structures are very similar, yet their solubilities in water are rather 
different. We calculated different properties that characterize the hydration of carbohydrate 
molecules and reveal the differences between them. These include, among others the average 
number of acceptor and donor H-bonds, the average length of acceptor and donor H-bonds, and the 
properties of three and four-coordinated water molecules around carbohydrate molecules. 
 
Using classical and ab initio molecular dynamics simulations provides a very strong base for our 
results. Thus, in the next step applying these tools, we investigated the hydration shell (hydrophobic 
and hydrophilic) of more systems, namely the cyclodextrin family. These molecules are cyclic 
oligosaccharides composed of D-glucose units which are linked through α−1,4 glycosidic bonds. 
Cyclodextrins have a hollow truncated cone shape with a hydrophobic inner and hydrophilic outer 
surface. It is a widely spread, although not properly proven, statement that water molecules in the 
cavity of CD molecules interact mainly with the central molecule by hydrophobic interaction. For a 
proper description of this interaction, we applied state-of-the-art correlation methods and energy 
decomposition analyses. Additionally, the strengths of intramolecular hydrogen bonds on the upper 
and lower rims of CDs have been analyzed using several quantum chemical descriptors. 
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Monohydroxy  alcohols  are  well  known  to  form  hydrogen  bonded  clusters  of
various  linear  shapes  [1,  2,  3].  The  signature  of  this  clustering  is  faithfully
reproduced  through  the  pre-peak  feature  of  the  calculated  Xray  scattering
intensities, as obtained from computer simulations with various force fields, and
more importantly in excellent agreement with experiments [4, 5]. Since classical
force  fields  simulate  the  Hbonding  through  the  Coulomb  association,  it  is
naturally tempting to interpret the related clustering from a pure electrostatic
point of view. Since charge order, i.e. the alternated positioning of positively and
negatively charged atoms, dominates the microscopic distribution of molecular
entities, it is interesting to examine how the constraints of oppositely charged
oxygen and hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups, as well as the constraints
posed by the neutral atomic groups of the hydrophobic tails, act on the charge
ordering and the molecular clustering. The influence of the branching of the tails
is equally examined. The atom-atom pair correlation functions, which appear in
calculation of the Xray scattered intensities (through the atom-atom structure
factors) are the focus of this study. The role of the cancellation of the positive
like-charge correlations and negative cross correlations contributions to the pre-
peak  feature  are  analyzed.  The  analysis  reveals  several  non-intuitive  details
about how charge ordering and neutral tail correlations adjust to each other to
produce the actual structure of these monohydroxy alcohols.
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NaCl aqueous solutions are ubiquitous. They can crystallize into ice, NaCl or NaCl·H2O. These 
crystallization transitions have important implications in geology, cryopreservation, or atmospheric 
science.  
 
Computer simulations can help understand the crystallization of these solids, which requires a 
detailed knowledge of the equilibrium phase diagram. We use molecular simulations in which we put 
at contact the solution with the solid of interest to determine points of the solid-solution coexistence 
lines. We follow two different approaches, one in which we narrow down the melting temperature 
for a given concentration [1], and another one in which we equilibrate the concentration for a given 
temperature [2], obtaining consistent results. The phase diagram thus calculated for the selected 
model (TIP4P/2005 for water molecules and Joung-Cheatham for the ions) correctly predicts 
coexistence between the solution and ice.  
 
We were only able to determine NaCl·H2O-solution coexistence points at higher temperatures and 
concentrations than in the experiment [3], so we could not establish a direct comparison in this case. 
On the other hand, the model underestimates the concentration of the solution in equilibrium with 
the NaCl solid. Our results, alongside other literature evidence, seem to indicate that ion-ion 
interactions are too strong in the model. Our work is a good starting point for the improvement of 
the potential model and for the study of the nucleation kinetics of the solid phases involved in the 
phase diagram [4]. 
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Abstract  
The complex behavior of water has motivated the scientific community to develop novel theories 
and methodologies to provide deeper insight into the molecular causes of its anomalies compared to 
most liquids. A molecular understanding of the water properties is crucial in numerous processes in 
chemistry, physics, geosciences, biology, and life evolution. Despite long-lasting research efforts, 
new intriguing properties are still being described and even the phase diagram of water, although 
systematically explored in the past, is far from being complete. From a theoretical point of view, the 
investigation of these characteristic structural features of water and the temperature and pressure 
effects upon them could be achieved by employing multi-scale modeling techniques, ranging from 
classical or ab initio molecular simulation techniques to coarse-graining methods. Our recent multi-
scale simulation studies of water [1-7] at a very wide range of temperatures and pressures will be 
systematically presented, aiming to shed some light on the unique structural features of water at 
ambient liquid up to supercritical, extreme-pressure conditions. 
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Abstract 
 
Deep Eutectic Solvents (DESs) are a new class of solvents with promising properties for a large 
number of applications such as gas separation and sequestration, electrochemistry, catalysis and the 
extraction of natural compounds for cosmetic or pharmaceutical applications.[1-4] These solvents 
are usually prepared by mixing two components, one hydrogen bond donor (HBD) and an hydrogen 
bond acceptor (HBA) and are characterized by a significant depression in their melting point 
compared to those of the neat constituents. As reported in many recent publications on DESs, 
hydrogen bonding is believed to be the key intermolecular force leading to the melting point 
depression observed during the DESs formation.[5] Nevertheless, anion-cation interactions as well as 
steric effects could also play a significant role. Therefore, efforts are still needed to identify the 
solvation mechanisms at work at a molecular level that govern the structure−property relationships 
in this class of solvents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: ATR-IR spectra of the TBAN3-Phenol DES with various HBA-HBD ratios 1:1, 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4. The 
spectrum of the neat TBAN3 salt is reported for comparison. 

 
In this study, a series of new DESs composed of phenol as the HBD and tetrabutyl ammonium 

(TBA) salts with different anions as HBA were prepared and investigated by ATR-IR spectroscopy and 
DFT calculations in order to get insights into the local order existing in these DESs. In particular, a 
characteristic vibrational mode of the azide anion (N3

-) in the TBAN3-Phenol DES with various HBA-
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HBD ratios displays significant shifts in frequency in comparison with that measure for the neat 
TBAN3 salt (see figure 1). Similarly, the OH stretching mode of phenol is significantly shifted in the 
DESs in comparison with that reported for neat phenol. These frequency shifts were interpreted by 
DFT calculations as related to specific hydrogen bonding interactions between the azide anion and 
phenol molecules. Thus, such solvation effects are believed to be responsible for the formation of a 
liquid phase at room temperature in these ammonium salt/phenol-based DESs.   
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Conformation changes of proteins and biomolecular interactions are important for biological 
functions. For the detection of these processes, a variety of techniques have been developed. UV/vis 
absorption spectroscopy or emission spectroscopy are very powerful to trace the time development 
of reactions. However, these techniques have a limitation to detect the conformation changes of 
proteins and biomolecular interactions. Our group found that the translational diffusion coefficient 
(D) can be a useful and sensitive probe to detect the conformation change as well as the 
intermolecular interaction changes. Although many techniques, e.g., dynamic light scattering, Taylor 
dispersion, capillary method, NMR spectroscopy, have been developed to monitor molecular 
diffusion, D has never been considered as a time dependent property during reactions. We have 
been developing a method based on the pulsed-laser induced transient grating (TG) technique to 
detect the time-dependent diffusion. Here, we studied the dimerization reaction of eBLUF, which is a 
photosensor BLUF domain from EB1, using the time-resolved diffusion method. EB1 is a C-terminal 
construct of Bldp1 from the magnetotactic bacterium Magnetococcus marinus. We found a 
significant salt effect on the dimer stability using transient grating (TG) and dark recovery 
measurements, indicating that electrostatic interactions play a critical role in mediating the stability 
of protein complexes. These results will be very useful to produce a new protein tool for 
optogenetics. 

The TG method can sensitively detect the diffusion coefficients in the time-domain. The principle 
of the TG method and experimental methods to measure time-dependence of D have been reported 
previously [1]. 

To detect the dimerization dynamics, the TG signal of eBLUF was measured at a sufficiently weak 

light pulse (~a few μJ/pulse). Figure 1 shows typical TG signals. The signal intensity immediately rose 

after excitation (<ns) representing light (L)-state formation. After the thermal grating signal, a decay-

rise component in the milliseconds time range (Fig. 1) is observed, which is attributed to a protein 

diffusion process (diffusion signal). Comparing the changes in the refractive index of the thermal 

grating (δnth<0) and of the diffusion signal enabled us to determine the signs of the refractive index 

changes of the rise and decay components as negative and positive, respectively. From these signs, 

the rise and decay components of the diffusion signal are assigned to the diffusions of the reactant 

and product, respectively. Because the rate of the rise component is faster than that of the decay 

component, the diffusion coefficient of the product (DP) is apparently smaller than that of the 

reactant (DR). This change is reasonable for the assignment of the reaction, that is, dimerization. On 

the basis of these observations including the cncentration dependence measuermens, we found that 

eBLUF mostly exists as a monomer in the dark state (D-state). Upon photoexcitation, two types of 

dimers are formed: one that consists of two L-protomers (LL-dimer), and another that consists of L- 

and D-protomers (LD-dimer). The laser power dependence of the TG signal indicated that the 

stability of the LD-dimer is much higher (selective dimerization). Moreover, the dark recovery of the 

LD-dimer is approximately 20 times slower than that of the LL-dimer and L-monomer. These 

characteristic features are particularly interesting as potential optogenetic tools, because the LD-

dimer is a heterodimer.  

Using this heterodimer, we could selectively induce the interaction of different proteins. The 

dissociation constant Kd of the LD-dimer (Kd(LD)) of eBLUF was ~25 μM in a buffer solution 
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containing 300 mM NaCl. However, for applications involving light control in cells, a smaller Kd may 

be desired. Moreover, identifying the dimerization site is important for future improvement of the 

protein using site-directed mutation techniques. For improving these aspects, we studied the salt-

effect on the dimer formation of eBLUF in detail using the TG method and multi-angle light 

scattering (MALS) method. It was found that the presence of salt decreased Kd by more than 100 

times compared with that in a buffer without salt, and this salt effect mostly originated from the 

cation but not from the anion. These results indicate that the monomer–dimer equilibrium is 

determined by a balance between the hydrophobic interactions at the dimer interface, which favor 

the dimer formation, and electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged sites, which favors 

the monomer formation. This implies that the addition of salt decreases the electrostatic repulsion 

by cation binding and results in stabilization of the dimer. On the basis of  this finding, we succeeded 

in identifying a possible dimerization site close to the end of the C-terminal helix. Using this 

information, we prepared a mutant of D137N, and found that it exhibited much higher stability of 

the LD-dimer and higher selectivity for dimer formation than the wild-type (WT)-eBLUF. 

The results and discussions in more detail will be presented. 
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Figure 1: Diffusion signals from the TG measurement at q2 = 1.1×1010 m-2 after the photoexcitation of eBLUF 
(50 μM) at various NaCl concentrations. The concentrations are indicated in the legend. 
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For the elaboration of interpretations, models, and theories of functioning and activating of protein 
channels in nerve and muscle cells, the data on Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+ salts of excitatory amino acids are 
needed [1,2]. Sodium salts of (S)-aminopenthanedioic acid and (S)-aminobutanedioic acids 
(glutamate and aspartate) are especially important in the system of nerve impulse transmission. To 
investigate such complexes of proteins containing hydrophilic anions as aspartate or glutamate is of 
paramount interest, because colloidal self-assembly is a mean to create a new generation of 
materials with complex shape and surface chemistry [3,4]. Liquid patches can create robust bonds in 
super-colloidal architectures.   
In this work the study of ion-specific interactions of cations and anions with proteinogene amino 
acids is undertaken: non-polar amino acid with small aliphatic radical – glycine (ambiphilic), and with 
the polar hydrophilic amino acids – glutamic acid, aspartic acid, histidine and their salts with charged 
carboxylic and amino groups playing important role in affinity on protein. With the help of a 
colligative property – vapour pressure measuring – the cation and anion affinity to the amino acids 
and their salts has been studied at T=298.15 K and 310.15 K. The cations are alkali (Na+, K+) and 
alkali-earth (Mg2+, Ca2+) metal ions as well as aminomethanamidine (guanidinium, Gndm+) as an ion 
with irregular charge distribution and complex geometry that stimulates “salting-in” of proteins and 
shows specific cation binding to acidic amino acid residues, used for denaturation and recurrent 
protein folding [5]. The anions are OAc-, Cl-, NO3

-, SCN- varying from salting-out to salting-in. 
Activities of water, activity coefficients of water and the corresponding osmotic coefficients of the 
mixtures have been calculated, both being directly related to the chemical potentials of the different 
species and therefore to their Gibbs energy.  
Ion-specific effects are analyzed based on the concentration dependence of the experimental 
osmotic coefficients of the solutions of glycine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, histidine and their salts.  
Models of electrostatic and structural contribution are used to fit the experimental data to obtain 
the corresponding dual and triple interaction parameters. Hard-sphere and electrostatic parts of the 
osmotic coefficients of aqueous solutions of symmetrical (2-2, 1-1) and non-symmetrical (2-1) amino 
acid salts are calculated at 298.15 K and 310.15 K in the framework of the equations of gE (excess 
Gibbs free energy) model. Mean Spherical Approximation yields reasonable fitting parameters and a 
picture that is consistent with the experimental data for glutamate and aspartate aqueous solutions. 
The modeling of chemical potential in ternary systems is done by an EoS (equation of state). 
Electrolyte Perturbed-Chain Statistical Associating Fluid Theory has been used to model ternary 
amino acid + salt + water systems and amino acid salt + salt + water systems. It include the TPT1 of 
Wertheim, takes into account along with dispersion interactions also association and dipolar 
interactions in explicit form. 
Assuming the hard chain, dispersive and association energy [6,7] as ionic parameters permits the 
correct description of the maximums and minimums of the osmotic coefficients at both 
temperatures. Beside of electrostatic interactions, also specific interactions like van der Waals, 
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dispersion, and ion-dipole effects has been shown to occur in these systems. Thermodynamic 
properties of these solutions such as fugacity coefficients and activity coefficients of the mixture 
components are also calculated with ePC-SAFT.  
Also, two-parameter fitting (third order terms in the power series) was applied to calculate solute 
activity coefficients in the ternary solutions.   
The decrease in the chemical potential of amino acid salts corresponds to the Hofmeister series. A 
strong interaction between amino acid and salt due to specific dispersion interactions in amino acid 
salt systems containing guanidinium-based salt has been revealed to be in agreement with MD and 
half-empirical quantum-chemical calculations.  
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Ionic liquids based on the pyridinium cations show good result in desulfurization of fuels. The 
knowledge of their vaporisation thermodynamics is of practical importance. The standard molar 
enthalpies of vaporization of pyridinium based ionic liquids were derived from the vapor pressure 
temperature dependences measured by the quartz-crystal microbalance method. We have collected 
available primary experimental results on vapour pressures, and enthalpies of phase transitions 
(solid-solid, crystal-gas, and liquid-gas) of analogous molecular species – substituted pyridines. These 
data were evaluated using the structure-property correlations. The consistent sets of evaluated 
thermodynamic data on the molecular and ionic liquids were used to develop the “centerpiece” 
based group-additivity method for predicting enthalpies of vaporization of molecular and ionic 
compounds.  

The main idea of this work is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The general transferability of the 
contributions to the enthalpy of vaporization from the molecular liquids to the ionic liquid has been 
established [1]. Indeed, the vaporization enthalpies of e.g. of pyridine derivatives can be reliably 

predicted with the help of a simple contribution, (H→R), representing the replacement of a H-

atom in pyridine with any substituents (see Eq. 1). It has been found, that for pyridinium based ionic 

liquids the same numerical values for the contributions (H→R) can be used to estimate their 

vaporization enthalpies (298.15 K) as given by Eq. (2). 

The “centerpiece” approach is closely related to the broadly used group-additivity (GA) methods. In 
conventional GA methods, the energetics of a molecule of interest is gathered from a possibly small 
groups (based on the idea of a “LEGO® bricks”) with well-defined contributions. In contrast, the idea 
of the “centerpiece” approach is to select a potentially large "core" molecule that can mimic the 
structure of the molecule of interest, but the selected "core" molecule is supposed to possess well-
established thermodynamic properties. For example, the [C4-Py][NTf2] can be considered as one of 
the potential “centerpiece” molecules (see Fig. 1, Eq.2), which is related to prediction of ILs 

vaporization enthalpies using the (H→R) contributions evaluated in this work. Different 

substituents can be attached to this "centerpiece" in various positions. The visualization of the 
“centerpiece” approach for R-substituted [C4-Py][NTf2] ionic liquid is given in Fig. 1. A small, but not 
negligible correction term was supposed to reconcile estimated results with experiment. The 
corrected “centerpiece” approach was recommended to predict vaporization enthalpies of ILs [2]. 
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       (1) 
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Figure 1: Assessment the enthalpy of vaporization, (298.15 K) in molecular (Eq. 1) and in ionic liquids 

(Eq. 2), and visualization of the “centerpiece” approach for the substituted the [C4-Py][NTf2] (left). Estimation 

of (298.15 K)-values for [R-1-C4-Py][NTf2] ionic liquids (right).  
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The Reference Interaction Site Model (RISM) equation is a molecular integral equation theory (IET) 
method for molecular liquids formulated by Chandler et al.1 and further developed over the years to 
apply to polar and ionic molecular liquids. It is a rigorous statistical mechanical approach to 
predicting liquid structure and solvation thermodynamics2. There are very few widely available open-
source and modern implementations of the RISM equation. pyRISM is an open-source python 
implementation of the RISM equation. It calculates radial distribution functions and various 
correlation functions for neat liquids as well as solute interactions under the assumption of infinite 
dilution. Using the correlation functions, solvation free energy can be computed from RISM theory.  
It can also calculate the solvation free energy density profile of a liquid3. The RISM equation is a 
nonlinear integral equation and is treated as a fixed-point problem. This problem is solved iteratively 
and quickly using the Modified Direct Inversion in the Iterative Subspace (MDIIS) method for 
accelerating convergence. The convolutional integrals are solved with Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 
NumPy4 and SciPy5 are utilised to make use of their built-in functions implemented in C, and Numba6 
is used to speed up any parts of the code that cannot be vectorised by NumPy.   An extension of the 
code enables chemically accurate predictions of solvation free energies in both aqueous and organic 
solvents at a wide-range of temperatures using a novel deep learning derived solvation free energy 
functional. 
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In February 2022, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report [1] has been 
published by the UNO, which stated the critical situation and the environmental emergency to 
reduce greenhouse gases emission to keep the global warmth below 1.5°C. Thus, an effort has to be 
made to be able to harvest energy with a minimal CO2 emission; nanofluidics appears to be one of 
the promising field to address this challenge.  
Nanofluidics is a booming research field considering fluidic transport – such as hydrodynamic, 
electrical or thermal transport – in nanoconfined liquids. At such scales, the surface to volume ratio 
is extremely large and transport properties are mainly governed by interactions at interfaces. 
Whereas macroscopic continuous models for electrostatics and hydrodynamics predict well ionic 
transport for 1-10 nm thick nanochannels, some anomalous properties have been reported in the 
regime of ultraconfinement, below 1 nm, where a continuous description fails, such as dielectric 
anomalies in confined water [2], anomalous ionic mobilities in angstrom-scale confined water [3] 
and other unexpected behaviors [4]. An effort has to be made to precisely understand such 
behaviors in ultraconfined system, with the ultimate goal to enhance the harvesting of energy in 
nanofluidic systems. 
In the present work, this regime of ultraconfinement is investigated. For that, the conductance of 
water soft films that condense spontaneously from undersaturated vapor on hydrophilic silica 
surfaces (see figure below) is measured as a function of their thickness. This thickness is modulated 
by the relative humidity above the substrate. To our knowledge, this experiment is one of a kind to 
control continuously the confinement down subnanometric scales. Despite some aging effects, the 
measurements are very stable and reproducible. A regime of surface conductivity is recovered for 
large humidity, i.e. for thickness above 1 nm but fails below. A model based on a hindered diffusion 
layer close to the interface is developed to explain the measurements below the hydrodynamic limit 
(1 nm). These experimental results open the way to new transport descriptions in ultraconfinement. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental setup 
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Heterocyclic amines, such as piperidine and N-methylpiperidine, and their hydrates aggregate in 
aqueous solutions due to hydrogen bonds between hydration water molecules. No such aggregation 
occurs in the mixtures of these amines with other hydrogen-bonded solvents, such as methanol or 
ethanol. This difference highlights the active role of water solvent in promoting the self-aggregation. 
However, the role of various contributions in thermodynamic functions due to specific interactions, 
van der Waals forces, and the effect of the size and shape of the molecules remains open. In the 
present communication we explore and discuss the family of solutions of pyrrolidine, piperidine, and 
their methylated counterparts in water and in methanol, as revealed by thermodynamic 
measurements as well as by direct visualisation of the mesoscopic stucture employing small-angle 
neutron scattering. 
 While the limiting partial molar enthalpies of solutions of pyrrolidine, N-methylpyrrolidine, 
piperidine, and N-methylpiperidine in methanol follow closely the trend assessed from theoretically 
calculated molecular interaction energies, their behavior is markedly different in water solutions, 
which require an empirical hydrophobic hydration term to be considered.  
 SANS evidenced that the aqueous amine solutions are microheterogeneous on the 
nanometer-order length scale [1]. Various models are considered for describing the structural 
arrangement of the hydrated amine molecules. The tendency of approaching phase separation 
increases in the order: N-methylpiperidine < N-methylpyrrolidine < piperidine < pyrrolidine [2]. 
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In the breeding blankets of nuclear fusion reactors tritium and helium (He) are produced in the same 
amount (mol-to-mol) from neutron capture reactions by lithium (Li) isotopes. The resulting He, 
which has a very low solubility in liquid metals (LM), may nucleate affecting the behavior of the BB 
(magneto-hydrodynamic flow and transport properties, electrical conductivity, etc.). Due to safety 
reasons, liquid lead-lithium (LiPb) eutectic alloy is preferred over pure Li as the breeding material.  
The molecular dynamics method is implemented, using both LAMMPS package [1] and Fortran 
codes, to simulate the phenomenon of He nucleation in pure molten Li as a first step to characterize 
its behavior in LiPb alloys. The most fundamental step to understand and describe our systems is 
finding the best choice of interatomic potentials. Starting from pure Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions 
and other simple models [2-4], which reproduce the segregation of Li and He phases quite well (see, 
for instance, figure 1), but overestimate the Li-He repulsion, we have moved to more refined models: 
figure 2 shows the Toennies-Tang-Sheng (TTS) potentials [5,6] for He-He and Li-He, which have a 
softer repulsive region compared to the steep wall of LJ potentials but similar wells (both position 
and depth), while figure 3 presents both embedding function (electronic density contribution) and 
pair potential of Embedded Atom Models (EAM) [6-9] for the LM. We rely on the accuracy of radial 
distribution functions and thermo-physical properties (such as density and diffusion coefficients), 
compared to experimental data, to validate the chosen set of interatomic potentials. Other issues 
related to the potentials, such as the computational complexity, have also been considered. In 
addition, other properties such as surface tension of He bubbles have been studied.  The onset of 
nucleation is studied by means of the Henry’s constant. We explore moderate thermodynamic states 
in which temperature is below the boiling and above the melting points of both pure molten Li and 
LiPb eutectic and ambient-like pressures (typically of 843 K and 1 bar). 
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Figure 1: Snapshot of a cluster of 40 He atoms in a simulation box with 1000 Li. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Comparison of LJ and TTS potentials for pair (helium-helium and helium-lithium) interactions. Both 
short (left, logarithmic scale for the y-axis) and long (right) ranges are represented. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Embedding function and pair contribution of lithium-lithium and lead-lead (EAM) potentials. 
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Oil-polluted water is produced in large quantities in both domestic and industry utilities, which 
necessitate the development of new functional materials for fast and cheap phase separation [1-2]. 
It was shown in laboratory that membranes designed as hydrophilic or hydrophobic may separate 
oil/water mixtures [3-4]. The membrane pores possess specific affinity to water or oil, so that to 
favor the passage of the same phase through the pores and repeal the opposite phase away from 
the membrane. 
We employ classical density functional theory (DFT) to elucidate the physical mechanisms governing 
the phase separation of water/oil emulsion near a membrane surface which possesses specific 
affinity to oil, at near-equilibrium. We capture emulsion concentration variations near the 
membrane surface while accounting for the finite volume of oil droplets in the emulsion's bulk and 
surface forces of molecular origin, i.e., hydrophobic, Van Der Waals (VDW), and electrical double 
layer (EDL) interactions, between the emulsion droplets. 
We establish a clear connection between the size of drops, the surface forces between drops in the 
suspension and the variation in the concentration of droplets next to the membrane. We observe an 
increase in the concentration of oil droplets next to the lipophilic membrane surface at 
approximately 10 drop radii. Hence, pores in the membrane will support phase separation if their 
diameter corresponds to the length scale where the concentration of oil droplets near the solid is 
appreciably greater than the one in the liquid bulk. Moreover, we observe that the contribution of 
surface forces to the oil film (wetting the surface) thickness becomes appreciable for droplets 
smaller than 1 micron. Energy barriers to droplet attachment, which originate in surface forces, 
appear to increase the dense oil region volume next to the membrane. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: A semi-finite system with oil droplets (brown spheres) in water near a lipophilic solid surface (in 
gray). The oil droplets wet the membrane due to their chemical affinity to the lipophilic surface to form an oil 
film of thickness δ, which should be roughly equal to the pore size of a corresponding membrane to separate 
the mixture. 
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Water  pollution and renewable energy sources are a  matter  of  broad concern,  both  environmental  challenges for  our  society.  For its

applications in the chemical and pharmaceutical industry, production of synthetic fibers and plastic, and as a fuel additive, methanol attracts

interest for how to model its properties when mixed with water.  Here, we consider a minimalistic model for a water-methanol mixture

confined between two parallel graphene nanosheets and analyze the diffusion coefficient of each component as the slit-pore's width  d

increases. We find that layering in the hydrophobic pore induces segregation between the two components. The methanol apolar moiety

segregates near the pore walls, while water populates more in the central layer away from the hydrophobic walls. Furthermore, both liquids

have a diffusion coefficient that changes non-monotonically with d, with water always diffusing faster than methanol. Changes in the pore

width  affect  the  two  mixture  components  in  different  amounts,  suggesting  the  possibility  of  an  efficient  method for  methanol-water

separation based on a physical procedure.
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In this work, we present an extension of the Madrid-2019 force field [1]. We have added to this 
extension the cations Rb+ and Cs+ and the anions F−, Br−, and I−. These ions were the remaining 
alkaline and halogen ions, not previously considered in the Madrid-2019 force field. The force field, 
denoted as Madrid-2019-Extended [2], does not include polarizability and uses the TIP4P/2005 [3] 
model of water and scaled charges for the ions. A charge of ±0.85e is assigned to monovalent ions. 
This new force field developed provides an accurate description of aqueous solution densities over a 
wide range of concentrations up to the solubility limit of each salt studied. Good predictions of 
viscosity and diffusion coefficients are obtained for concentrations below 2 m. Structural properties 
obtained with this force field are also in reasonable agreement with the experiment. The number of 
contact ion pairs has been controlled to be low so as to avoid precipitation of the system at 
concentrations close to the experimental solubility limit. We also present a comprehensive 
comparison of the performance for aqueous solutions of alkaline halides of force fields of 
electrolytes using scaled and integer charges. This comparison will help in the future to learn about 
the benefits and limitations of the use of scaled charges to describe electrolyte solutions. 
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“All  models  are  wrong,  but  some  are  useful.”  said  George  Box  in  1976.  How  true  it  is!  This
presentation is about how we can create useful reduced models. In a complex many-particle system,
by reduced model we mean that some of the degrees of freedom are modeled explicitly, while some
of them are modeled implicitly.  The explicit degrees of freedom are the important ones that we
handle with explicit particles in the model and in the associated computer simulations. The implicit
degrees of freedom are the less important ones that are modeled by implicit response functions. By
useful reduced models we mean models that can predict and explain the relationship between the
input and output  variables of  a device.  We call  this  relationship the device function.  The art  of
creating good reduced models lies in distinguishing between the important and unimportant degrees
of  freedom.  Here we present  rules  of  thumb that  we can  apply  in  a  procedure of  constructing
reduced models of nanopores that facilitate the controlled transport of ions through a membrane.
This  system  is  a  device  of  basic  importance  both  in  biology  (ion  channels)  and  in  technology.
Controlling the ion transport depends on molecular level phenomena so using a molecular model is
essential. In the case of nanopore, we balance between the need for molecular description (more
detail) and the need for efficient computation of device behavior (less detail). This balance results in
the useful reduced model. We show, for example, that basic device functions can be understood and
reproduced by using the implicit-water framework where the effect of water molecules on ions are
described by two response functions: their screening effect on electrostatic forces is described by a
dielectric constant of a dielectric continuum, while their frictional effect on moving ions is described
by a diffusion coefficient. Results are shown for selective ion channels and rectifying nanopores.
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FIGURES

                                   Figure 1: A typical reduced model that can reproduce device behavior.
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Understanding the distinctive properties of water in confinement is important as a fundamental 

problem and also for potential applications in microfluidics such as in processes of filtration and 

separation of solutes [1]. It is known both from experiment and simulations that the dynamics of water 

is greatly affected when it is under confinement and that the nature of the confining walls can have a 

strong effect on the dynamics of interfacial water. In this contribution we perform a comparative 

analysis of the influence of confinement on the dynamical properties of water for soft and hard 

confining boundaries using molecular dynamics simulations. We use realistic all-atom models of a 

phospholipid membrane as the soft boundary and of a graphene plane as the hard boundary. We show 

that, although the effect of confinement hinders the dynamics of water molecules in both cases, the 

nature of the boundaries induces very distinctive behavior. On the one hand, the dynamics of water 

confined between phospholipid membranes monotonically slows down as the distance between the 

confining boundaries decreases [2]. In addition, both the diffusion and the rotational dynamics of 

water molecules are dramatically slowed down (by ~ 2 orders of magnitude) in high confinement due 

to the sluggish dynamics of water molecules which penetrate into the membrane. On the other hand, 

the dynamics of water confined by graphene planes exhibits a non-monotonic behavior as a function 

of the distance between the confining boundaries as a result of a more structured water interface 

[3,4]. The effect of pressure on the dynamics of water under confinement is also discussed. 
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Abstract  
One of the current research topics in atmospheric physics is the study of the influence of sulphate aerosols in 
the atmospheric dynamics; particularly, in the acid rain or in the greenhouse effect. In many cases these 
aerosols are aqueous clusters of ionized sulfuric or methanesulfonic acids [1]. In the present study, we have 
performed a series of molecular dynamics simulations of aqueous solutions of sulfuric [2,3] and 
methanesulfonic [4] acids at different concentrations and temperatures. The dissociation of the acids has 
been explicitly considered. Calculations have been conducted using reliable force fields, with scaled ionic 
charges, which allow us to determine density and viscosity values in good agreement with available 
experimental data. A hydrogen bond analysis, involving only water molecules, has been carried out. To this 
end, the mean number of hydrogen bonds between water molecules and between ions and water molecules, 
the percentages of molecular species hydrogen bonded with a given number of water molecules, and the 
continuous and interrupted lifetimes have been calculated. We have observed that water molecules bonded 
to the anions are more labile than those bonded to other water molecules or to hydronium ions, the labilities 
increasing when the temperature rises. Moreover, the characteristic tetrahedral structure of water vanishes 
when the concentration or the temperatures increases.   
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Figure 1: Representative snapshots of ion-water and water-water hydrogen bonds  
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The liquid-vapor transition is affected by confinement. Even for water in sub-millimeter containers, 
the density of the liquid in equilibrium with its vapor differs from the bulk value, and the vapor 
becomes unstable before the liquid reaches the bulk equilibrium pressure [1-4]. I revisit this 
phenomenon with a fully analytic approach. A natural length emerges: the Berthelot-Laplace length 

=2/3, where  and  are the liquid-vapor surface tension and the liquid isothermal 
compressibility, respectively. This allows to easily determine the various regimes for any fluid, and to 
extend the results to the case where the liquid phase wets the container walls only partially. This has 
practical implications in the use of fluid inclusions in minerals for palaeotemperature 
reconstruction [2,5]. 
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All-atom simulations of large-size biological systems with explicit water come at a tremendous 
computational cost. To overcome this problem, coarse-grained models aim to represent the system 
in a simplified manner but keep the essential properties relevant to its behavior. We consider the 
coarse-grained model initially introduced by Franzese and Stanley (FS) for water monolayers [1, 2]. 
The model describes the hydrogen bonds at the molecular level, explicitly accounting for the many-
body interactions, but coarse-grains the molecular positions. It is analytically tractable [3] and can be 
equilibrated by efficient cluster Monte Carlo dynamics [4] for large systems (107 molecules) at 
extremely low temperatures (deep supercooling) in a wide range of pressures (both negative and 
positive) [5]. Here, we extend it to bulk and reparametrize it to quantitatively agree with the 
experimental water results for density and thermodynamic response functions around ambient 
conditions, a prerequisite for its use as a solvent in biological simulations. The region of the 
quantitative agreement extends up to 50 MPa, covering almost all pressure conditions allowing life 
on Earth in a temperature range that can be as large as 60 degrees around ambient conditions. 
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Figure 1: Pressure-Temperature phase diagram of liquid water from experiments (symbols) and the FS model 
(lines) around ambient conditions (300 K, 1 atm, blue ellipse). The dark-green area marks the thermodynamic 
region where the model has a complete quantitative agreement with the experimental density, the 
Temperature of Maximum Density (TMD) along isobars (maroon symbols), the response functions––specific 
heat (CP), and isothermal compressibility (KT)––and their loci of minima (red and violet symbols, respectively). 
The light-green region is where the model quantitatively agrees with the experimental density but describes 
the response functions only qualitatively. Experimental data are available only within the grey area. 
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The increasing application of nanoparticles (NPs) in various fields has led to a search for more useful 
nanomaterials, and thus, the quality requirements for NPs are becoming more stringent. 
Unfortunately, the prevalent methods for fabrication of NPs do not meet the essential requirements 
set for modern (bio)materials and as such cannot be widely used in (bio)technology applications 
because these procedures are often uneconomical and contain toxic reagents. However, ionic liquids 
(ILs) are a pivotal option for the development of NPs with good morphology and bioapplicability. The 
synthesis of NPs in the presence of ILs is increasingly recognized as eco-friendly and more effective 
than prevalent methods. 
Here, we focused on the use of task-specific ionic liquids (TSILs) to prevent the aggregation and 
agglomeration of the nanostructures. We have research TSILs that contain various functional group 
as follows: (i) pharmaceutical active anion, salicylate; (ii) component of natural origin in the cation 
part (–)-menthol; (iii) or alkoxymethyl substituent (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Type of task-specific ionic liquids use for stabilizing NPs 
 

TSILs were used for the synthesis of nanoparticles (NPs) and acted as stabilizers for them as well as 
interface their shape and size. The precise control of NPs size distribution together with a better 
understanding of the chemical behaviour of those nanomaterials (NMs) are becoming progressively 
more essential to grow the utility of NPs in various applications. Morphology and particle size of the 
metal NPs are largely influenced by the factors affecting their stability. The particular advantages of 
using TSILs are mainly due to their mono-dispersive and non-agglomerative behaviours that could be 
possible through the stabilization of metallic NPs by cations and/or anions of ILs. 
For instance, we have synthesized AgNPs using an aqueous extract of green tea Camellia sinensis and 
we have used 3-alkoxymethyl-1-H-imidazol-1-ium salicylates as silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) 
stabilizers. Optical characterization revealed that we have obtained small (40-75 nm) and stable for 
over 20 days AgNPs with the addition of protic ionic liquids compared to the unsterilised sample. 
Using synthesized by us TSILs lead to prevent the aggregation and agglomeration of the 
nanostructures, and affect their specific features, including optical and structural what is crucial in 
(bio)technological applications. 
 
The research was supported by the European project Horizon 2020 „Open innovation test bed for developing safe nano-enabled bio-based materials and 

polymer bionanocomposites for multifunctional and new advanced application” no 953206. 
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Magnetic ionic liquids (MILs) are a new class of ionic liquids that contain a paramagnetic atom (e.g., 
iron, cobalt, dysprosium) in their cation or anion structure and yield a magnetic response in the 
presence of an external magnetic field. These compounds exhibit the same exceptional and tunable 
properties as ILs, such as negligible vapor pressure, low flammability, and high thermal and chemical 
stability.[1] In addition, the magnetic response enhances their transport properties, such as 
increasing ion diffusion and consequently reducing viscosity.[2] Moreover, experimental results 
show that MILs can be effortlessly recycled by magnetic separation, saving extraction steps, and 
reducing the use of organic compounds.[3] 
Since 2004, MILs have been emerged for a wide range of applications such as gas capture, 
environmental remediation, PET depolymerization, food safety analysis, and biomedical needs.[1,3] 
However, there are few atomistic level studies due to the lack of force fields for these anion species.  
The aim of this work is to establish a non-polarizable and a polarizable force field for (FeX4)-based 
MILs, where X = Cl or Br atoms, and to investigate thermodynamic, transport and structural 
properties using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Figure 1). This study will help to propose a 
cost-effective design of MILs and their mixtures to boost their potential applicability and is the 
starting point for new insights into the nature of these magnetoactive substances. 
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Figure 1: Spatial distribution functions of a) [Emim][FeCl4], b) [Bmim][FeCl4], and c) [Bmim][FeBr4] describing 

the distribution of [FeCl4] (blue) and [FeBr4] (green) anion around the reference cation at 293.15 K. 
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Nowadays the development of micro/nanomachines which can move in a controlled way and 
perform useful tasks in a fluid environment is one of the most interesting challenges confronting 
nanoscience and nanotechnology. In addition to the difficulties associated to the involved 
nanofabrication processes, the struggle against the dominance of viscous forces and Brownian 
motion makes it necessary to develop efficient strategies to convert chemical energy into directed 
motion. In this context, different methods of self-propulsion have been investigated, such as 
catalytic reactions or bubble propulsion. Ion exchange constitutes an interesting alternative 
mechanism to achieve self-propulsion, with the potential advantages of using innocuous salts as 
fuels and working at biologically relevant conditions. In order to explore and harness the capabilities 
of this mechanism to drive micromotors, the use of micropumps becomes an interesting alternative. 
Micropumps are the immobilized counterparts of micro/nanomotors, sharing the same working 
principle, but driving the flow of the surrounding fluid instead of self-propelling in a fluid at rest [1]. 
Micropumps are also promising platforms for many applications such as mass transport, 
accumulation, and clearance, material patterning at precise locations, or in sensing applications.  
Here, we report on a new and versatile self-driven polymer micropump fuelled by salt which can 
trigger both radial recirculating and unidirectional fluid flows [2]. The micropump is based on the 
well-known ion-exchanger Nafion, which produces chemical gradients with the consequent local 
generation of electric fields capable to trigger interfacial electro-osmotic flows [3]. By structuring 
Nafion in microarrays by means of new nanofabrication strategies in combination with fine tuning 
modulation of the surface zeta potentials it was possible to redirect electroosmotic flows into 
unidirectional pumping. The experimental data have been contrasted with numerical simulations 
accomplishing good agreement.  
Nafion micropumps work in a wide range of salt concentrations covering more than four orders of 
magnitude, they are activated using different cations and can be regenerated for reusability. In 
particular, we demonstrate that they can work using heavy metal ions, such as the typical water-
contaminant cadmium, using the own capture of the contaminant ion as fuel to drive fluid pumping. 
Thus, this novel system has shown its potentialities for effective and fast water purification 
strategies for environmental remediation, where the fluid motion triggered by the contaminant ions 
also speeds up the ion trapping in the polymer backbone. In addition, this study constitutes a very 
appealing proof of concept for a new generation of wireless micro/nanofluidic networks which can 
autonomously propel and steer material to certain locations and be useful for different applications. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Unidirectional pumping. Scheme of the design of a pump based on the periodic repetition of a basic 
unit made of alternating strips of deactivated Nafion by electron beam lithography (negative zeta 
potential)/Nafion/Al2O3 (positive zeta potential) which leads to unidirectional fluid flow along the patterned 
surface. The Al2O3 patches accumulate negative counterions that in the presence of the tangential 
component of the electric field generated by the ion-exchange will move also to the right, dragging the fluid 
along to the next repeating unit, achieving unidirectional flow. The charged interface in the Nafion has been 
omitted for clarity. 
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We present the experimental validation of the temperature of the maximum in density (TMD) at 
constant pressure (1 bar) predicted by the recently proposed extension of the Madrid-2019 force 
field for electrolyte solutions containing F−, Br− and I− anions and Rb+ and Cs+ cations [1]. To that aim 
the TMD for a number of salts comprising at least one of those ions have been measured by 
monitoring the temperature-dependent meniscus position in capillary glass tubes within the 
prescriptions reported in reference [2]. The experimental results are contrasted against Molecular 
Dynamics simulation in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NpT) results within the scale-charged 
framework provided by the extended Madrid-2019 force field. Drawbacks and future prospections 
are also projected. 
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Figure 1: Experimental (continuous lines) and simulated (symbols) TMDs for alkaline bromides. Dashed lines 
stand for third order polynomial fitting to Molecular Dynamics results. 
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Differently than in the case of the formation of ice, the process of the formation of a hydrate requires the presence of 
two different compounds – water and a guest molecule. Because of their low solubility in water, hydrophobic guest 
molecules are a limiting factor in the process of nucleation and growth of a hydrate. As a result, studies of these 
processes by the means of molecular dynamics can be challenging. In this work we shall determine the solubility of  
methane in water when in contact either with the hydrate or with the gas phase using two-phase direct coexistence 
simulations using TIP4P/Ice model for water and a single Lennard-Jones site model for the methane. The solubility will be 
computed at several temperatures along the 400 bar isobar. The impact of the curvature of the interface on the solubility 
of methane will be analyzed. The solubility curves obtained from two phase simulations (via a planar interface), where 
liquid solution of methane in water was in contact with either the methane gas phase or the hydrate phase, will be used 
in order to determine the triple point (T3) at the studied pressure of 400 bar. This result will be then compared to the 
value of T3 obtained by the three phase direct coexistence method – it will be shown that both results are in good 
agreement and give the value of T3 of 295(3) K. The analysis of the impact of the curvature of the interface (either gas-
liquid or solid-liquid) on the solubility of methane in water will also be presented. It will be shown that the concentration 
of methane in water can be increased above the solubility limit by introducing curved interfaces. In the last section, the 
change in chemical potential for the formation of the hydrate will be evaluated along the 400 bar isobar and it will be 
shown that the supersaturation of the solution increases the driving force for nucleation dramatically.  
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Abstract  
In previous studies [1,2], we performed a systematic analysis of a variety of thermodynamic, 
structural and dynamic properties of supercritical water in the pressure region of 0.12-11 GPa along 
the near-critical isotherm of T=1.03 Tc using molecular simulations.  We provided for the first time a 
general picture of the structural behaviour of supercritical water in a wide pressure range. According 
to this picture, a near-critical isotherm can be divided in different domains where the system exhibits 
a very distinct behavior [2]. In the present work [3] , we use the two phase thermodynamic model to 
reveal novel fingerprints of the crossing of the Frenkel and melting lines in high-pressure water at 
T=1.03 Tc . The crossing of the Frenkel line at about 1.17 GPa is characterized by the rotational and 
translational entropy ratio Srot /Strans, indicating a change in the coupling between translational and 
rotational motions which is also reflected on the shape of the rotational density of states. The first-
order phase transition from a rigid liquid to a face-centered cubic plastic crystal phase at about 8.5 
GPa is reflected on the discontinuous changes in the translational and rotational entropy, particularly 
on the significant increase of the ratio Srot /Strans. A noticeable discontinuous increase of the dielectric 
constant has also been revealed when crossing this melting line. The reorientational dynamics in the 
plastic crystal phase is faster in comparison with the ‘rigid’ liquid-like phase, but remains unchanged 
upon a further pressure increase in the range 8.5-11 GPa.  
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The theory proposed by D. Enskog [1] one hundred years ago was the first extension of the 
Boltzmann transport equation to higher densities. In this report, we present the extension of the 
Enskog theory for the description of the self-diffusion coefficients of hard sphere fluid and hard 
sphere mixture in disordered porous media. The theory includes the contact values of fluid-fluid and 
fluid-matrix pair distribution functions which are used as the input in the theory. In contrast to the 
bulk case they are modified to include the dependence from the so-called probe particle porosity in 
order to describe correctly the effects of trapping the fluid particles by a matrix [2]. Such semi-
empirical improvement of the Enskog theory corresponds to SPT2b1 approximation for the 
description of thermodynamic properties and it predicts correct trends for the influence of porous 
media on the diffusion coefficient of a hard sphere fluid in disordered porous media. For hard-sphere 
mixture the generalisation is done on the bases of the revised version of Enskog theory developed in 
bulk case during the last decades. Good agreement with computer simulations is illustrated. 
Finally, we present the extension of the Enskog theory for patchy colloidal fluids in disordered 
porous media. We present two different approaches. On the one of them [4] we modify the contact 
values of fluid-fluid and fluid matrix pair distribution functions due to clustering. In result the pair 
distribution functions include three terms. Namely, a hard sphere contribution, the depletion 
contribution connected to the cluster-cluster and cluster-matrix repulsion and the intermolecular 
correlation inside the cluster. It is shown that the last term leads to a remarkable decrease of the 
self-diffusion coefficient at a low fluid density. With a decreasing matrix porosity this effect becomes 
weaker. For intermediate fluid densities the depletion contribution leads to an increase of the self-
diffusion coefficient in comparison with the hard sphere fluid. For a sufficiently dense fluid, the self-
diffusion coefficient strongly decreases due to a hard-sphere effects. In other description we 
consider clusters, as additional particles and the description of patchy colloidal particles in 
disordered porous media reduces to the hard-sphere mixture in disordered porous media [5].. 
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About two decades ago, we measured inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) on liquid CCl4 [1] to investigate 
longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonon dynamics in this molecular liquid. CCl4 is considered as the simplest 
molecular liquid because the molecular species are almost isotropic and connected with a van der 
Waals interaction with each other like liquid rare gas. Thus, we analyzed the IXS spectra by using a 
damped harmonic oscillator (DHO) model [2] to obtain the excitation energies of LA phonons, and 
found that the microscopic sound velocity in the molecular level highly exceeds the ultrasonic one 
by about 37%.  

Recently, we measured IXS on liquid acetone [3] and the obtained data were analyzed by using 
generalized Langevin formalism [4]. The generalized Langevin equation used in this study is 
described by a damped oscillation equation for the intermediate scattering function F(Q,t), the time-
Fourier transforms of the measurable dynamic structure factor, S(Q,w), with a memory function. 
Here, the memory function was assumed to be composed of one thermal and two viscoelastic decay 
channels, where the fast and slow viscoelastic are called as microscopic µ-relaxation and structural 
a-relaxation processes, respectively. To avoid any interferences of parameters, we employed a 
simple idea of sparse modeling so that the parameters exhibit smooth changes with Q. For liquid 
acetone, we found that the Q®0 limit of the fast µ-relaxation rate is about 60 fs, which is highly 
related to the vibrational dynamics of the dipoles of liquid acetone, and that of a-relaxation rate of 
0.5-1.0 ps, being similar to the reorientation correlation time of 0.75 ps.  

Based on this sophisticated analytical method for the IXS spectra, we revisit liquid CCl4 to examine 
the feasibility of the generalized Langevin formalism and a sparse modeling. The left panel of Fig. 1 
shows logarithmic plots of IXS spectra (circles) and their fitting results (solid curves) of liquid CCl4 at 
selected Q values. Broad LA excitation modes are observed as shoulders at the both sides of the 
central quasielastic peaks. The mode energy of the LA excitations, wQ, is calculated as the maxima of 
the current-current correlation function, J(Q,w) = w2/Q2·S(Q,w). The model coincides well with the 
experimental data. 

The middle upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the dispersion relation, and the dashed line indicates the 
hydrodynamic relation predicted by adiabatic sound velocity of vs = 923.4 m/s [5]. As clearly seen in 
the figure, the mode excitation energies highly exceed the hydrodynamic prediction. The middle 
lower panel of Fig. 1 shows the dynamical sound velocity calculated as vQ = wQ/Q. The adiabatic 
sound velocity is also given as the dashed line. The vQ value reaches about 1450 m/s, exceeding the 
vs value by about 57%, which is much larger than the previous result of 37% [1] obtained from the 
DHO model.  

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the Q dependence of the fast µ- (upper) and slow a-relaxation 
rates obtained from the present generalized Langevin analysis. Although the data are rather 
scattered, both the values look to gradually decrease with increasing Q. The Q®0 limit of are about 
0.2 and 1.5 ps for the tµ and ta values, respectively. These values are larger than those of liquid 
acetone of 0.06 and 0.5-1.0 ps for tµ and ta values, respectively. These differences may be owing to 
the bonding origins between molecules, a van der Waals liquid for CCl4 and a dipolar liquid for 
acetone.  

Further analyses are now in progress to reduce the ambiguities of parameters in the generalized 
Langevin formalism. Detailed comparisons with macroscopic dynamic properties of liquid CCl4, such 
as Raman data and rotational motions, are also just getting underway.  
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Figure 1: (Left) Logarithmic plots of IXS spectra of liquid CCl4 at selected Q values. The solid curves represent 
the generalized Langevin fits. (Middle) The dispersion relation (upper) and dynamical sound velocities 
(lower) with Q. (Right) The fast (upper) and slow (lower) viscoelastic relaxation rates of the memory 
function in the generalized Langevin formalism. 
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KRas proteins plays an important role in various cellular events such as cell proliferation, 
differentiation, and survival[1]. KRas mutations impair both the intrinsic and GAP stimulated GTP 
hydrolysis activity[2], leading to hyperactivation of KRas signaling and ultimately cancer. As one of 
the important Ras cofactors, Mg2+ is coordinated in an octahedral arrangement with a high affinity 
on Ras proteins[3]. Mg2+ has been established essential for both guanine nucleotide binding and 
GTP-hydrolysis of Ras proteins. For instance, in HRas the difference in affinity between HRas and 
guanine nucleotide in the presence or absence of Mg2+ is ～500-fold[4]. However, HRas is rarely 
mutated in human cancers with ～10% rate found in only bladder and cervical cancers[5]. The 
mechanism of Mg2+ interaction with the most prevalent and oncogenic KRas has never been 
investigated yet. Herein, through long-time scale molecular dynamics simulations at all-atom level, 
we revealed that cofactor Mg2+ plays a crucial role in the conformational changes of KRas. The 
mutation of GLY12 on KRas, G12D, triggers a distinct shift in the interaction patterns between Mg2+ 
and KRas, makes the conformation of KRas(G12D) is more stable compared to wild-type and 
KRas(G12C) (Figure 1 and Figure 2).  
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Figure 1: RMSD and RMSF information of                     Figure 2: Selected snapshot of different KRas  

different KRas conformational changes                           conformational changes 
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We have studied the carboxyl-functionalized ionic liquid (IL) 1-(carboxymethyl)pyridinium 

bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide [HOOC-CH2-Py] [NTf2] and its molecular mimic phenylacetic acid to 

get a better understanding of the non-covalent interactions. The compounds were analyzed by IR 

spectroscopy in the Mid-IR region between 193 K and 413 K (Fig. 1) or 293K and 473 K, respectively. 

The IL shows the formation of three types of hydrogen bonding: The anticipated singly hydrogen 

bonds between anion and cation, and surprisingly single and even double hydrogen bonds between 

the cations, forming dimers between ions of like charge. The latter dimer is related to the structural 

motifs known for formic and acetic acid in the gas phase. [1,2] 

We extended our investigation to X-ray crystallography, DFT calculations and thermodynamic 

methods to analyze and characterize all types of hydrogen bonding. The crystalline phase of the ionic 

liquid consists of doubly hydrogen bonded cyclic dimers between the cations (c=c). This binding 

motif, also present in the ionic liquid as well as in phenylacetic acid, successively opens with 

increasing temperature and is replaced by a linear species (c-c-a). Here, additionally to one 

remaining single cationic hydrogen bond an additional hydrogen bond between cation and anion is 

formed. We deconvoluted the spectra of both species in the carbonyl stretching region to get a 

better understanding of the temperature behavior (Fig. 2). The DFT calculations provide an insight 

into the assignment of the different vibrational bands. The derived transition enthalpies allow to 

expose the non-covalent interaction and to determine the hydrogen bond strength between ions of 

like charge. Finally, we were able to show, that the repulsive Coulomb interactions between two like-

charged ions weakens the strength of the hydrogen bonds in comparison to the molecular species. 
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Figure 1: Temperature-dependent IR spectra of the C=O stretching region for the IL. Contributions from the 
cyclic dimer (c=c) decrease with increasing temperature and contributions from the linear dimer (c-c-a) 
increase with increasing temperature. The arrows indicate the changes in intensity with increasing 
temperature. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Deconvoluted IR spectra of the C=O stretching region for the IL at four different temperatures. The 
vibrational bands I3 and I4, assigned to the cyclic dimer, decrease with increasing temperature to the benefit 
of I5, assigned to the linear dimer. 
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Polymers are widely used in our everyday life, as well as for medical or pharmaceutical purposes. For that 

reason, natural and biocompatible polymers are getting more and more attention to use them in a harmless 

way. Technological advances made it possible to create micro-, and nanofiber based artificial matrices from 

these polymers to be used for simple filtration systems or mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM). These matrices 

look very close to ECM and can act like a scaffold for cell cultures as well. One of the methods to create fibers 

is the electrospinning technique. Varying the electrospinning parameters, we can influence the properties as 

well, to fine tune the system for a desirable outcome. To create a high porosity fibrous mesh for culturing cells 

in a suitable three-dimensional way, we need to step forward from conventional electrospinning. Our aim was to 

create and characterize 3D fiber structures from Poly(succinimide) with the help of electrospinning. Therefore, 

the effect of the presence of different inorganic salts (LiCl, MgCl2, CaCl2) and the effect of humidity on the fiber 

structures were investigated. By adding salt to the polymer solutions, the weight percent needed to create 

homogenous fibers were decreased along with the fiber diameter (from 25 to 20w/w%). The conductivity and 

infrared spectra of salt-solvent, polymer solution and the fibers were measured. Increasing the amount of CaCl2 

increased the tensile strength as well. A critical humidity level was defined as a threshold to create 3D fiber 

structures. The fiber diameter and surface roughness were analyzed and observed with the help of Scanning 

Electron Microscopy. 

 
Figure 1: Different steps of creating a three-dimensional fiber structure 
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Hydrogen  bonding  liquids  are  know  to  form  various  patterns  of  short  lived
hydrogen bonded clusters. A typical example is that of short mono-ols such as
methanol and ethanol,  which form chain-like clusters of various shapes[1]. By
studying  the  lifetime  distribution  of  various  Hbonded  liquids  and  mixtures
through  Molecular  Dynamics  simulations,  we  put  in  evidence  two  universal
lifetimes  in the gigahertz frequency domain[2].  The first frequency, of 50Ghz,
corresponds to a mean cluster vibrational mode, while the lower frequency of
20Ghz would correspond to the internal topology of the cluster (linear, chain,
etc…) [2,3]. In addition to these two modes, an additional mode is found, which
however  depends  strongly  on  the  Hbonding  distance  criteria,  and  spans  a
lifetime range from 0 to 0.15ps with increasing distances from bonding oxygen
atom contact  ( rc≈2.8 Å )  to  approximatively  rc≈3.5 Å .  In  contrast  to  these
universal  very short  time features, we find that the long time kinetics of  the
lifetimes  are  very  strongly  dependent  the  bonding  distance  rc  for  a  given
density or concentration in case of a mixture[2],  in line with this third cluster
lifetime.  These  2  findings,  namely  universality  of  atom-level  lifetimes  and
microscopic  details  depending  kinetics,  are  surprisingly  in  variance  with  the
intuitive view of the kinetics of molecular association.
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Energy dissipation is of interest for the accurate generation and control of movement in micro and 
nano-particles. Thus, studying the relaxation of molecules after a vibrational excitation has potential 
applications in multiple fields. 
We consider the nitromethane molecule, whose energy relaxation after vibrational excitation has 
already been studied in argon gas and for microcanonical excitations [1, 2]. We first test these 
previous works by performing individual mode excitations within the normal mode approximation. 
The obtained results suggests that the relaxation behaviour (shape, characteristic time, etc.) does 
not depend on the particular excitation in an Argon gas.  
Prompted by the polar nature of the nitromethane molecule we study its relaxation in liquid water, 
based on the assumption that a polar solvent will present different behaviour than for a noble gas. 
We perform high energy excitations (200 kJ/mol) of individual modes and study their energy 
relaxation via all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. 
Our results show that, as expected, some normal modes relax considerably faster than others. These 
faster modes have associated motions related to the nitro group of the nitromethane molecule, 
which is to be expected due to the hydrophilic nature of the functional group. 
To get more insight into the relaxation mechanisms we also studied the work performed by the 
nitromethane molecule on the surrounding water molecules [3]. We divide surrounding molecules in 
two groups: the one on the nitro group side and the ones on the methyl group side. 
Our main finding is that energy relaxation is remarkably asymmetric, favoring the nitro side (30% 
more work the work is performed to the nitro side than to the methyl side). Excitations to low 
frequency normal modes associated with the nitro group are significantly more asymmetric, again 
favoring the nitro side (between 10 and 20% more than for other excitations). 
To our knowledge this is the smallest molecule for which a marked asymmetry has been found, 
irrespective of the excited mode. 
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Figure 1: Total vibrational energy of a nitromethane molecule in liquid water after an excitation of 200 kJ/mol 
in a single normal mode, indicated by the key label. Results for argon are also shown on an inset. 
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The application of spectroelectrochemical (SEC) and IR-photocatalytic methods for the investigation 
of electrocatalytic CO2-reduction is a powerful tool to gain excellent insight into the mechanisms of 
such processes. We report the IR-spectroscopical investigation of different manganese-based CO2-
reduction-catalysts under reaction conditions. The ligand-framework of these catalysts, based on 
pyridine-thiazoline or pyridine-oxazoline networks, is easily to be obtained. [1,2,3] Catalytic systems 
similar to the investigated catalysts provide the electrochemical and photochemical ability to convert 
carbon dioxide into different products. [2,4,5] In this project cyclovoltammetric experiments show 
further evidence for the catalytic behaviour due to increased catalytic current under CO2-
atmosphere. Cyclovoltammetric and amperometric experiments in combination with IR-
spectroscopic measurements have been conducted under argon and under CO2 saturated 
conditions, respectively. Furthermore, in photocatalytic IR measurements the behaviour of these 
manganese- based catalysts could be examined as well. Here a Tensor 27 from BRUKER is connected 
to a micro annular gear pump, purging the irradiated reaction solution through a liquid cell, while a 
series of IR spectra is recorded. Various intermediates have been observed during both IR-SEC and 
IR-photocatalytic measurements for different catalysts and have been assigned with the help of DFT-
calculations. [4] 
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Hydrogen production and converting solar energy through photocatalysis into suitable fuels such 
as hydrogen has been established as an intriguing strategy to alleviate both energy crisis and 
environmental problems [1]. Several photocatalysts have been studied to assist solar visible-light 
during H2O and H2S photocatalysis processes [2]. In specific, cadmium sulfide (CdS), with a suitable 
band gap (around 2.4 eV) for visible light response, is the most widely studied experimentally for this 
purpose, whether as a pure photocatalyst or in conjunction with some suitable semiconductors. 
However, achieving higher quantum yields and selectivity still poses a great challenge in this field, 
making essential to understand how to improve the solar light utilization and conversion efficiency 
based on existing technologies and materials. Among these efforts, first principle Density Functional 
Theory (DFT) calculations can provide guidance to effectively select or design photocatalysts for 
improving hydrogen generation efficiency.  

Therefore, in this contribution, we present and discuss results of the first computational screening 
study of single TM (TM = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Os, Ir, Pt, and Au)-doped 
CdS (TM@CdS) and selected dual TMs-doped CdS (TM1-TM2@CdS) focused on their stability and 
activity for hydrogen evolution of both H2O and H2S splitting reactions. We have performed spin 
polarized DFT-D3 calculations to gain a quantum-level understanding of the hydrogen evolution 
mechanism in these different catalytic surfaces, validated with measurements obtained from 
experiments and thermochemical computational approaches, while evaluating the stability and 
electronic structures of different CdS surfaces, as well as calculating the adsorption capacity for H2S 
adsorption/splitting [6]. Results demonstrate that doping of TMs promotes the reduction of energy 
band and enhancement of impurity d-states near the Fermi level, resulting in more efficient 
photocatalytic activity. Activity analysis places Pt, Rh and Pd as optimal single metal doped to be 
used in TM@CdS catalysts for both H2O and H2S splitting reactions, with the lowest Gibbs free 
energy change of hydrogen adsorption, outperforming pristine CdS surface. Moreover, the dual co-
catalysts decorated CdS photocatalysts show even better performance for hydrogen generation. The 
insights obtained from this work provide robust guidance on the designing of optimal HER catalyst 
candidates based on CdS for green hydrogen production. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: (a) Screening protocol for the discovery transition metal-doped CdS catalysts. (b) top view of an 
optimized TM@CdS configuration, (c) side view of an optimized TM@CdS configuration, (d) top view of 
optimized TM1-TM2@CdS configuration and (e) side view of optimized TM1-TM2@CdS configuration.   
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Abstract  
Neat 1-octanol and wet-octanol has been the subject of numerous studies due to their property of 
membrane mimics.1-3 Interaction and dynamics as well as solution heterogeneity aspect pure octanol 
and water/octanol mixtures have been investigated via steady state and time-resolved fluorescence 
(TRF) measurements in the temperature range of 283≤T/K≤323 with various mole fraction of water 
in the octanol rich region. Coumarin 153 (C153)4, Coumarin 343 (C343)5, trans-2-[4'-
(dimethylamino)styryl]benzothiazole (DMASBT)6 fluorophores have been employed as local 
reporters to investigate relaxation dynamics in this aqueous mixture in presence of reactive and non-
reactive fluorophores. Excitation wavelength dependence of fluorescence emissions7,8 suggest that 
the neat and aqueous binary mixtures, within the lifetime DMASBT (  ~ 0.5 ns), are spatially 

heterogeneous.9 Solute-medium frictional coupling in neat and wet-octanol have been further 
explored via time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy studies of the two non-reactive fluorophores, 
C153 and C343. Inspite of nearly similar size, rotational diffusion of C153 exhibits fractional viscosity 
dependence while C343 nearly follows the Stoke-Einstein-Debye model.10 Dynamic fluorescence 
Stokes’s shift registered by C153 and C343 report bimodal relaxation processes in these media. The 
inter and intra relationship between rotation and solvation process associated with solvation and 
rotation of the hydrophobic C153 differ from hydrophilic C343 which reflects their qualitatively 
different local environments scene these two probes due to their chemical nature. 
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Abstract  
 

We apply Gaussian Process (GP) regression to UV Resonance Raman (UVRR) Spectra of two 

glycoproteins, Fetuin and Asialofetuin, which differ only for the sialic acid end of their glycans. First, we 

collect their UVRR Spectra for temperatures ranging from 295 K to 359 K, at different concentrations, 

in bulk or with Carbon nanoparticles. Next, we characterize the spectra features under different 

conditions. Our findings show that GPs can reach state of the art in predicting the (noisy) experimental 

spectra, using suitable kernel functions depending on a few hyperparameters. More importantly, the 

GPs yield results amenable to sound physical interpretations that might lead to a novel machine 

learning protocol for a systematic analysis of UVRR spectra of proteins in the presence of nanoparticles. 
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Ras proteins work as GDP–GTP binary switches and regulate cytoplasmic signaling networks that are 
able to control several cellular processes, playing an essential role in signal transduction pathways 
which may turn on genes involved in cell growth, differentiation and survival and eventually leading 
to cancer [1]. Mutations in Ras genes are found in about 25% of human cancers so that identifying 
anti-Ras therapeutic strategies is very relevant for cancer treatments, but despite intense effort no 
general therapies have reached full clinical application [2]. One of the hardest challenges to face is 
that, with more than hundred different missense mutations found in cancer, mutation-selective 
therapeutic strategies are needed. In the present communication a mutated GDPase “Kirsten Rat 
Sarcoma” KRas-4B protein at the inactive state bound to the guanine exchange factor (GEF) “Son-of-
Sevenless” SOS1 [3] has been simulated in aqueous solution by molecular dynamics at the all-atom 
level (Figure 1). The Gibbs free-energy landscape reveals stable configurations of the KRas-SOS1-GDP 
complex at given values of RMSD and gyration radius of the complex (Figure 2). A specific 
mechanism due to the binding of the SOS1 to KRas has been identified as the key for GDP extraction 
and consequent protein activation for signaling, so that such mechanism can be targeted by small-
molecule drugs designed to block the release of GDP and its eventual substitution by GTP, i.e. to 
promote the inactive states of KRas.  
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Figure 1: The KRas-SOS-GDP complex                                      Figure 2: Gibbs free-energy landscape  

of KRas-SOS-GDP complex (left) 
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Abstract  
 

Since water has a high impact on the chemical-physical characteristics of Ionic Liquids (IL), both as a 
contaminant or as cosolvent, the detailed knowledge of the intermolecular interactions in IL/water 
solutions is a crucial step for understanding and predicting the range of properties of these non-
conventional solvents for applications in many fields including electrochemistry, biochemistry, and 
synthesis [1-4]. In this work, aqueous solutions of a prototypical set of imidazolium (MIM)-based IL 
are investigated by UV Raman spectroscopy in the water-rich domain. Analysis of selected Raman 
signals in different wavenumber ranges provides insights into the local organization of cation-anion 
pairs as a function of the increasing amount of water in a wide range of concentrations. In particular, 
the high-frequency range of Raman spectra is analyzed by a differential method to extract from the 
OH stretching profile of water the solute-correlate (SC) spectra [5], which emphasize the molecular 
structuring of the interfacial water present in the hydration shells around the selected anions. 
Peculiar solvation behavior is observed for the different MIM-based systems in connection with the 
hydrogen bonding features of the hydrating water molecules. Related insights on the solvation 
properties of the ILs are obtained by analyzing specific signals of the MIM cation when different 
anions are considered. Interestingly, the ionic liquid [MIM]Cl seems most sensitive to hydration than 
[MIM]TfO even in an extremely hydrated regime.  
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Abstract 
We report here temperature dependent (303≤T/K≤343) dielectric relaxation (DR) measurement of 
[Betaine+Urea+Water]1 deep eutectic solvent (DES)2 in the frequency window from 20Hz to 50 GHz 
(with a gap from 10 MHz to 200 MHz). We also performed molecular dynamics simulation of DR in 
the above-mentioned temperature range employing General Amber Force Field (GAFF)3 model 
interaction. Experimental DR measurement of this DES require multi-debye fits and produce well 
separated DR time scales that are spread over sub-10 picosecond to few nanoseconds (~3ns). A 
comparison between simulation predictions and the experimental DR data in the KHz-GHz frequency 
regime describes the well similarities of the dynamics(time-scales). A well correlation between the 
measured DR and simulated DR activation energies further revels the strong connection between the 
measured DR and the simulated CM(t) (dipole moment-moment autocorrelation function). The 
simulated single dipole reorientation dynamics also contributes to the collective polarization 
relaxation. Average experimental DR times exhibits fractional viscosity dependence. Deviation from 
hydrodynamic predictions confirms partial decoupling of the solute rotation from the medium 
frictional resistance exerted by the viscosity. Also, viscosity related activation energy (Ea=57 kJ/mol) 
is ~1.5 times larger than activation energy related to experimental average DR times (Ea=39 kJ/mol) 
which supports the fractional viscosity dependence of the medium dynamics. 
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We consider a fluid of hard disks of unit diameter confined between two parallel walls separated by a 
distance 𝑤 = 1 + 𝜖, so that each disk can only interact with its two nearest neighbors (single-file 
configuration, see Figure 1). The equation of state for this system was originally obtained by Kofke and 
Post [1] following the transfer-matrix method. It reads 
 

𝑍 = 1 + 𝑝 
∫ 𝑑𝑦1 ∫ 𝑑𝑦2

𝜖/2

−𝜖/2
𝑒−𝑎(𝑦1−𝑦2)𝑝𝑎(𝑦1 − 𝑦2)𝜙(𝑦1)𝜙(𝑦2)

𝜖/2

−𝜖/2

∫ 𝑑𝑦1 ∫ 𝑑𝑦2
𝜖/2

−𝜖/2
𝑒−𝑎(𝑦1−𝑦2)𝑝𝜙(𝑦1)𝜙(𝑦2)

𝜖/2

−𝜖/2

, 

 
where 𝑝 is the longitudinal pressure (in units of 𝑘𝐵𝑇), 𝑍 = 𝑝/𝜆 is the associated compressibility factor 

(𝜆 being the longitudinal number density), 𝑎(𝑠) = √1 − 𝑠2 is the longitudinal separation between two 
hard disks at contact with a transverse separation 𝑠, and 𝜙(𝑦) is the solution to the eigenfunction 
problem 
 

∫ 𝑑𝑦′
𝜖/2

−𝜖/2

𝑒−𝑎(𝑦−𝑦′)𝑝𝜙(𝑦′) = ℓ𝜙(𝑦), 

 
ℓ being the associated (maximum) eigenvalue. In this framework, | 𝜙(𝑦)|2 represents the probability 
density in the transverse direction. 
 
In this work, we present two alternative approximations to this exact solution, a basic and an advanced 
one, that avoid having to numerically solve the integral eigenfunction equation and yield more 
manageable tools to characterize the equation of state of the system. In the basic approximation, 
based on the low-pressure limit behavior where particle density does not change along the transverse 
direction, 𝜙(𝑦) is assumed to be constant. This approximation not only yields the exact second virial 
coefficient, but it also reproduces the asymptotic behavior in the close-packing limit, although it 
overestimates the amplitude. The advanced approximation is based on the high-pressure behavior of 
the system, where particles accumulate more and more near the walls in two symmetric layers. More 

specifically, we assume 𝜙(𝑦) ∝ 𝑒−𝑎(𝑦−𝜖/2)𝑝 + 𝑒−𝑎(𝑦+𝜖/2)𝑝. Consequently, this advanced 
approximation correctly reproduces the behavior in the high-pressure limit and, since it reduces back 
to the basic one for low pressures, it also produces the exact second virial coefficient. 
 
Comparisons between these two approximations to results coming from both the exact equation and 
Monte Carlo simulations [1,2] show a good agreement of the basic approximation under low-pressure 
and/or narrow-pore conditions and a very good agreement of the advanced approximation for all 
ranges of pressure and pore sizes (see Figure 2). 
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FIGURES 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the single-file hard-disk fluid. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Equation of state for different values of the excess pore width ϵ for the exact solution (solid lines), the 
basic approximation (dash-dotted lines) and the advanced approximation (dashed lines). 
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The recent search for more environmentally-friendly energy conversion technologies is also 
accompanied by developments in energy storage devices. Lithium ion batteries offer great prospects 
regarding their high energy density and are therefore often a preferred choice. However, currently 
used electrolytes also often possess a high inflammability and other undesirable properties [1]. In 
order to study possible alternative electrolytes for lithium-ion batteries with hopefully less 
problematic properties, we have studied mixtures of [Li][NTf2] and the glycol ether triglyme by 
means of molecular dynamics simulations. The added triglyme molecules coordinate to the lithium 
cations, thus separating cations and anions and improving the transport properties of the mixture 
significantly. However, the structure and thereby the physical properties of the mixtures are 
primarily dependent on the composition of the mixture. In particular, we observe an equilibrium of 
lithium being coordinated by either one or two triglyme molecules. By adding more triglyme to the 
lithium salt, this equilibrium is shifted towards a two-fold coordinated state leading to higher 
mobility (gauged through computed diffusion coefficients) and therefore lower viscosities, which is 
preferred for the application as an alternative electrolyte. As a consequence, a quasi-ionic liquid can 
be obtained, which could be used in battery research [2]. Simulated and observed transport 
properties are in good qualitative agreement for this system, and the simulations can give insights 
into the microscopic origin of the macroscopic properties.  
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FIGURES 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Snapshot taken from MD simulations of [Li-G3][NTf2] system at T = 300 K. Lithium cations have a red 
colour, NTf2 anions are coloured in cyan and triglyme molecules are shown in grey. 
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Interfaces attract a lot of scientific attention due to their ubiquitous occurrence in a wide range of 
natural and industrial environments, since the surface of any material is the principal pathway for its 
interaction with the surrounding environment. Interfaces induce inhomogeneous environment 
where numerous properties differ significantly from their homogeneous (bulk) values and intriguing 
phenomena take place. Experimental techniques such as X-ray scattering, neutron diffraction, 
adsorption measurements, surface titration, electrokinetic experiments, photoelectron emission 
spectroscopy, among others, provide invaluable information on phenomena occurring at 
liquid/vapor, liquid/liquid, or solid/liquid interfaces. During last decades, nonlinear optics 
experiments, namely Sum Frequency Generation (SFG), Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) and 
Second Harmonic Scattering (SHS), also referred to as hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) as 
representatives of the second-order nonlinear optical techniques, became respected and powerful 
tools for exploring a variety of topics ranging from fundamental questions of molecular dynamics at 
liquid interfaces to more applied problems of material surfaces, polymer chemistry, environmental 
chemistry, electrochemistry, and life sciences. These techniques are highly suitable to study 
processes at surfaces and interfaces since the signal arises solely from the non-centrosymmetric 
regions at the interface. They provide direct information about the average orientation of the water 
molecules at the interface; monitor ion adsorption at the surface with micromolar sensitivity; infer 
interfacial electrostatic potentials, or even monitor the time-resolved evolution of interfacial 
processes. We present a simulation technique to predict vibrational SFG non-linear optics spectra 
from classical molecular dynamics simulations of solid-liquid and solid-air interfaces [1]. The method 
requires ab initio calculated parameterizations of change of dipole moment and polarization tensor 
of a water molecule upon its vibration. However, the trajectory to analyze is calculated by classical 
molecular dynamics simulations of non-polarizable flexible water models. This strongly reduces 
computation cost compared to ab initio calculations [2] and opens the possibility to study larger 
systems for long periods of time. The analysis allows detailed investigation of the origin of the SFG 
spectra, including contributions from water molecules differing in location at the interface. We 
successfully predict phase-resolved vibrational sum frequency generation (vSFG) spectra of 
air/water, fluorite (111)/water and α-alumina (0001)/water interfaces. The role of various water 
models on the predicted spectra, parameters affecting the calculation, as well as inclusion of so far 
often neglected cross-correlation terms in evaluation of the necessary time-correlation functions [3], 
will be discussed. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Schematics of the origin of SFG signal (left) and predicted imaginary part of second-order 

susceptibility (2) for fluorite (111)/water interface from classical molecular dynamics (CMD), ab initio 
molecular dynamics (AIMD) and experiment. 
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In contrast with crystalline solids or ideal gases, transport properties remain difficult to describe from 

a microscopic point of view in liquids, whose dynamics results from complex energetic and entropic 

contributions at the atomic scale. Two scenarii are generally proposed: one pictures dynamics in a 

fluid as a series of energy barrier crossings, leading to Arrhenius-like laws, while the other one assumes 

atoms rearrange through collisions, as exemplified by the free volume model. To assess the validity of 

these two viewpoints, we computed with molecular dynamics simulations the transport properties of 

the Lennard-Jones fluid, and tested how well the Arrhenius equation and the free volume model 

describe the temperature dependence of the viscosity and of the diffusion coefficient at fixed 

pressure. Although both models reproduce the simulation results in a large range of pressure and 

temperature covering the liquid and supercritical states of the Lennard-Jones fluid, we found that the 

parameters of the free volume model can be estimated directly from local structural parameters, also 

obtained in the simulations. This consistency of the results gives more credibility to the free volume 

description of transport properties in liquids. 
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Nanopores are nanoscale channels embedded in a membrane providing a controlled transport of
ions between the two bulk phases on the two sides of the membrane. The nanopore’s radius, R, is in
the nanometer range, comparable to the Debye length, D.

Charge patterns are chemically deposited on the inner wall of the engineered nanopore providing
different output signals for different input parameters. From the relation of the input and output
signals a device function can be generated. In the case of a uniformly (negatively) charged nanopore,
the device function is (cation) selectivity defined as S+ = I+ /I  where I+ is the cation current and I is the
total current. The scaling of the selectivity of the nanopore means that selectivity is a unique smooth
and monotonic function of the a well defined scaling parameter. 

The scaling parameter is constructed from the input parameters of the nanopore device. We showed
[1] that the Dukhin number [2] defined as

2
B DDu 8eRc l eR    

is a suitable scaling parameter for the nanotube limit, namely, for the infinitely long nanopores (
H   , where H is the length of the pore). In this formula,  is the surface charge density and lB is

the Bjerrum length. 

For the nanohole limit ( 0H  ), we introduced [1] the modified Dukhin number defined as 

 D B DmDu Du 8H l H eR    

and show that it  is an appropriate scaling parameter. A mixed scaling parameter can be used in
between.

We use simple models based on the primitive model of electrolytes and study those models with the
Nernst-Planck (NP) transport equation coupled either to the Local Equilibrium Monte Carlo method
(NP+LEMC) [3] or the Poisson-Boltzmann theory. 

The latter, known as the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) theory, is a mean-field theory. We show that
scaling is fundamentally a mean-field phenomenon. We show that the NP+LEMC and PNP results
agree for 1:1 electrolytes where ionic correlations are weak, while deviations are found from the
mean-field  scaling  behavior  for  2:1  and  3:1  electrolytes.   Thus,  scaling  can  be  considered  as  a
measure of the applicability of mean-field theories.
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Figure 1: Pore geometries from the nanotube limit to the nanohole limit.
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Quercetin, or 3,3′,4′,5,7-Pentahydroxyflavone, is an important molecule in biological photochemistry 
[1,2], belonging to the class of flavonoids. Quercetin has five hydroxyl groups at different kind of 
sites that can interact with the water molecules around it. It is therefore interesting to study how the 
solvation around the four OH groups differ. Here we want to study the quercetin solvated in the 
aqueous environment. This system has been widely studied experimentally. We report atomistic 
simulations to investigate the solvation of quercetin in liquid water. Both models of microsolvation 
and full solvation in explicit water are used. We characterise the solvation dynamics and describe 
spectroscopic quantities obtained from the simulations, and compare these to the available 
experimental results. 
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Abstract : 
Organometallic complexes based on Ru(II)-polypyridine systems display electronic properties that 
are very sensitive to the local environment. A photoinduced charge transfer leads to reorganization 
dynamics that depend on the interactions with the solvent. We have shown that the transient 
electronic spectra reveal different mechanisms depending on the nature of the latter [1]. To this end, 
we developed a computational strategy that is based on an integrated multilevel approach providing 
an ad hoc intramolecular force field for the Ru complex ground and excited states to be used in 
classical molecular dynamics simulations. Such simulations are coupled with TD-DFT calculations of 
the optical properties of the chromophore in its local environment. 
 
Nanoconfinement can lead to significant modifications of the dynamical, optical, and 
physicochemical properties of confined species, which can be exploited for a wide range of 
applications [2]. Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) are a class of claylike layered systems, the 
structure of which comprises positively charged mixed-metal hydroxides on the inorganic surface, 
with charge-compensating anions immersed in an aqueous environment, in the expandable 
interlayer space [3]. Some experimental work on ruthenium/LDH hybrids have shown that 
intercalating Ru complexes in LDHs leads to a significant improvement of their thermal and photo-
stability [4]. However, a molecular interpretation of the role played by the confined environment, 
which is key to fine tuning the effect on intercalated compounds, is still missing. 
 
We adapted and applied our computational approach to develop an ad hoc intramolecular force 
field for the Ru complex ground and excited states and model its interaction with the LDH. The 
influence of nanoconfinement on the absorption and fluorescence spectra of the chromophore will 
be discussed. In particular, we shall focus on the Ru complex – surface interactions and on the role of 
the surrounding water molecules. The effect of the specific confined environment of the LDH on 
water will be also analyzed. 
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Abstract 
 
The two-phase thermodynamic model (2PT) has been developed to calculate absolute entropy, free 
energy and other thermodynamic magnitudes in fluids by using relatively short Molecular Dynamics 
simulations [1]. In the approach, velocity autocorrelation functions and vibrational densities of states 
are modeled as combinations of a solid-like component and a gas-like one. The solid-like part is 
intended to reproduce the harmonic behavior of the fluid. The gas-like component, which is 
responsible for diffusion, includes anharmonic dynamic processes. The method requires the fluidicity 
fraction that characterizes the gas-like proportion in the overall functions. A revisited 2PT version, 
including a redefinition of the fluidicity parameter, outperforms the classical approach when tested 
in Lennard-Jones systems and liquid metals [2]. We have extended this modified version of the 
original 2PT methodology in order to evaluate thermodynamic properties of molecular systems. The 
solid part has been approximated by that of a set of harmonic oscillators, whereas a subset 
composed of rough hard spheres [3,4] has been considered for the gas part. In this new approach, 
molecules are rotating hard spheres that experience elastic collisions. Different fluidicity factors for 
rotation and translation have been introduced in the model. The technique has been tested on a 
system made up of diatomic molecules with a dipole moment at a wide range of temperatures, from 
the liquid to the supercooled state. Additionally, instantaneous normal modes (INM) have been 
evaluated for the system. Translation and rotation 2PT solid components of the overall spectra have 
been compared to the stable wing of the corresponding INM vibrational densities of states, which 
are commonly associated with the purely harmonic dynamics of the system. It has been obtained 
that the 2PT approach reasonably reproduces INM spectra at short frequencies, overestimates the 
function at intermediate frequencies and slightly underestimates the high frequency part. The 
proposed methodology provides accurate results for total entropy, potential energy reference and 
heat capacity [5]. 
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Figure 1: Solid components of vibrational densities of states evaluated within the 2PT approximation, 
compared with the harmonic instantaneous normal modes spectra (INM) associated with translation (up) and 
rotation (down) at liquid (298 K) and supercooled (123 K) states. 

 

 

Figure 2: Entropy obtained by using the 2PT rough hard sphere approach (red squares) [5], and by considering 
the 2PT approach in [1] (pink triangles). Reference values are also shown (blue circles).  
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Graphene Oxide (GO) membrane are hydrophilic materials that swell in the presence of water either 
in humid environment or when in contact with liquid water and the magnitude and mechanism of the 
swelling is dependent on the degree of ionisation of the functional groups present on the surface of 
GO flakes. In this work, using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics simulations we 
investigate the effect that surface charge, resulting from the ionisation [1] process, has on both the 
amount of water [2] adsorbed in the membranes at various humidity conditions and the swelling of 
the membranes in contact with liquid water (Figure 1). Three models with increasing surface charge 
from -63 mC/m2 to -177 mC/m2 and a neutral one is used [3]. We show that by incorporating ionised 
functional groups, the onset of adsorption (Figure 2) is shifted to a lower chemical potential and the 
internal membrane pressure (Figure 3) increases due to the repulsive interactions between the 
graphene flakes. We suggest that for a fairly ordered membrane as the ones modelled here a surface 
charge of -120 mC/m2 is the upper limit before membrane delaminate. Our simulations also show that 
the presence of ions in the channel reduced the swelling due to screening effect but also increases the 
amount of water adsorbed when the membrane is immersed in liquid water. At low chemical 
potential, instead, the amount of water adsorbed is determined by the number of ionised groups. The 
charged model is able to qualitatively reproduce experimental data showcasing the importance of 
including surface charge in GO model to predict hydration and swelling mechanism. These findings are 
crucial in underpinning the future development of GO membranes in simulation and experimental 
study for aqueous separations since hydration-induced swelling is widely known to lead to significant 
deterioration in performances. 
 
FIGURES 

 

 
 

 
Figure 1: (a) Adsorption of water in a rigid charged GO membrane from low chemical potential to bulk liquid 
water chemical potential using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulation. (b) Amount of water adsorbed in GO 
membrane at different interlayer spacing (example on 2QGO model). (c) Pressure normal to plane of GO 
membrane, PZZ to check for swelling of GO membrane in liquid water (example on 2QGO model).  
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Figure 2: (a) Water adsorbed in GO membrane model NGO, 1QGO, 2QGO, 3QGO (d = 1.0 nm). (b) RDF between 
oxygen atom of ionised hydroxyl (O-), hydroxyl (OH) and epoxide (OE) with hydrogen of water molecules (HW). 
 

 
Figure 3: Pressure (PZZ) in (a) NGO, (b) 1QGO, (c) 2QGO, and (c) 3QGO. PZZ > 0 = swelling of GO membrane. 
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Molecular details of the electron transfer (ET) elementary act in confined systems like nanopores, 
are interesting but challenging to obtain. Two recent attempts to elucidate the kinetics of simple 
redox couples in solvent-filled nanopores using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [1, 2] led to 
contradictive results; an enhancement of the ET rate under nano-confined conditions was predicted 
in [1], whereas a rate decrease compared with bulk solution has been reported in [2]. 
We investigated systematically the heterogeneous kinetics of a Fe3+/2+ redox couple in carbon 
nanopores in an aqueous environment. Conducting single-walled carbon nanotubes with diameters 
from 0.8 to 3.5 nm serve as a model of pores. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using 
the LAMMPS program package [3]. The SPC/E model describes water while the CHARMM force field 
[4] and the Fe3+/2+–H2O potentials devised in [5] are used for the other interactions. We analyse 
primarily the solvent reorganization energy which is calculated at several ion-wall separations. This is 
performed by constructing two reaction free energy surfaces along the solvent coordinate. The 
influence of the image charge on the reorganization energy could be investigated after solving this 
electrostatic problem for a perfectly conducting cylinder. Axial and radial components of the static 
dielectric constant are also presented [6]. 
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Figure 1: Reorganization energy calculated from free energy surfaces and visualization of the 
 Gibbs energy surfaces for heterogeneous electron transfer along the solvent coordinate 
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The existence of the liquid-liquid critical point (LLCP) [1] of water has been a long-discussed problem 
and the arguments that speak in favor of its existence are usually based on simulation data analysis. 
Standard ways to describe structural changes of the simulated system, like pair correlation function 
or the structure factor, have been proved to be not sensitive enough to describe the liquid-liquid 
transition. Therefore, a number of so-called local structure parameters were defined to identify 
structural changes around individual molecules. Most of these parameters were defined ad-hoc do 
describe only a specific level of structural order and thus results of certain parameters may be in 
contradiction with each other. They also very often depend on an ambiguous criterion like hydrogen 
bond or nearest neighbors definition [2]. Recently there was an attempt to overcome these criterion 
definitions by employing parameters based on properties of Delaunay triangulation applied to water 
molecules rather than investigate molecules themselves [3]. These parameters exhibit significant 
structural changes in the supercooled area but their physical explanation is problematic. 
Thermodynamic and structural properties of TIP4P/ice [4] water have been studied in detail in the 
region of the expected occurrence of the second critical point. Various structure order parameters 
along with the Delaunay tessellation and density histogram have been used with a focus on their 
ability and mutual consistency to provide the necessary information. Whereas density histograms 
clearly show the bimodal distribution corresponding to the coexistence of two metastable density 
states, most of the standard structural parameters provided only information about the increase in 
the level of molecular order with lowered temperature. Only the parameter called the local structure 
index and parameters based on the Delaunay tesselation provided information consistent with the 
density histogram. The bimodality in these parameters has been connected to the anomalous 
behavior of the isothermal compressibility which increases in the supercooled region gaining the λ-
 shape form which a sign of the presence of the critical point.  
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Figure 1: Illustration of changes in the structure of supercooled water at various thermodynamic conditions. 
Typical behavior of the local structural index is shown for each area.. 
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Abstract  
 

Acidic proteins, which are negatively charged particles, show an interesting condensation behavior 
in an electrolyte solution if the electrolyte has multivalent cations[1]. As the electrolyte 
concentration increases, the state changes in order of dispersion, condensation, and re-dispersion. 
So, the effective interaction changes repulsive, attractive, and repulsive, in other words, an effective 
attraction between like-charged particles exhibits reentrant behavior to the electrolyte 
concentration. DNA also shows this behavior. 

 
  In our previous study, to explain this phenomenon, we calculated the effective interaction between 
anions by using the OZ-HNC theory, which is one of the integral equation theories of liquids[2]. These 
results reproduced the above experimental results qualitatively. We should note that the results 
given by the integral equation theory are based on an approximation, namely the HNC 
approximation. The confirmation using molecular simulation is important.  
However, it is difficult that the concentration dependence of effective interaction is investigated by 
simulation. It is one of the results that the reentrant behavior had been reproduced by molecular 
simulations. Thus, we decided calculation parameters based on the results of HNC-OZ theory. And 
we calculate the effective interaction between anions by using the Monte Carlo simulation in the 
present study.  
 

We carried out the modeling using the results of the OZ-HNC theory to survey the reentrant 
behavior. Here, we prepared the electrolyte solution which includes monovalent anion and 
multivalent cation. Additionally, in this system which strong coulomb interaction works, we 
predicted easy to fall into the local minimum. As a measure, we calculated with replica exchange 
method. 

 
Some of the results are shown in Figure 1. The effective attraction of the OZ-HNC theory was a lot 

larger than simulation when the electrolyte concentration was low. So, the results of the OZ-HNC 
theory and simulation were different quantitatively because the OZ-HNC theory provides larger 
effective attraction. On the other hand, the simulation results indicated the reentrant behavior to 
the concentration. So, the results of the theory and simulation were qualitatively same. And these 
results indicated the HNC approximation emphasizes an effect of the mediation site between like-
charged particles. 
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Figure 1: Anion-concentration dependence of the values of radial distribution function g(r) at a specified 

separation. The corresponding separations are 5.38 Å and 5.60 Å for the HNC-OZ theory and MC simulation, 

respectively.  
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An extension of the Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA) has been proposed [1] to take the 
electrostatic correlations (called electrostatic screening component) into account in the excess 
chemical potential (activity coefficient) for homogeneous electrolytes. The underlying model is the 
(not so) primitive model where ions are charged hard spheres immersed in a dielectric continuum. 
The new Mean Countershell Approximation (MCSA) is an analytic theory of the electrostatic 
screening correlations derived from physical arguments with no adjustable parameters. Comparisons 
to Monte Carlo simulations show the MCSA to be highly accurate. It also makes qualitative 
improvements over the MSA and its formulas are simpler. The theory is based on the interactions of 
the two clouds of screening ions around two distinct ions. This term provides a significant 
contribution to the energetics of an electrolyte especially at high concentrations and high ion size 
asymmetries. Simulations show that the MCSA is highly accurate also at the low dielectric constants 
of ionic liquids. Comparisons with MC data for various conditions are reported.  
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Humanity  is  polluting  this  planet  in  multiple  ways.  We  are  all  aware  of
phenomenas like the ocean garbage patches, but not only plastic can be found in
our  waters.  Likewise chemicals  from industry,  agriculture,  pharmaceutics  and
everyday life products can be detected in our rivers and wastewaters [1,2]. 
To  remove  the  chemicals  that  we  release  into  the  environment  we  need
innovative  technologies  to  clean  our  wastewaters.  TiO2 is  known  from
experiments to act as a catalytic surface to degrade pollutants [3], but there is
still  the  need  for  more  knowledge  about the  degradation  mechanism on  the
atomic level: What environmental conditions are favoring a degradation (i.e. pH
value, TiO2 phase)? Which pollutants can be removed by TiO2? Which role does
water  play  in  the  adsorption and  splitting  process?  And  what  can  we  do  to
improve this process? 
In this project we try to answer these questions by simulating different water
pollutants on a TiO2 slab in bulk water with a multi  method approach (fig. 1)
[4,5]. Starting with FF MDs of multiple molecules we get hints on how they are
interacting with the surface. This allows us to sort the pollutants into categories:
adsorption, no adsorption and clustering. 
If adsorbing behavior can be identified, we simulate the corresponding molecule
in the most prominent adsorption geometry in ab initio DFT methods to get more
information  about  the  splitting  and  possible  water  recombination  processes.
Since  the  presence  of  UV  light  supports  the  splitting  procedure,  TD-DFT
simulations of a first excited state can help us interpret the previously obtained
results [6]. 
When the pollutant shows clustering it can be assumed that the molecules rather
interact  with  themselves  than  with  the  surface.  The  driving  forces  of  this
phenomenon can be multiple  ones,  i.e.  hydrophobic  collapses,  hydrogenbond
formation  or  salt  bridges.  We  are  performing  MD  and  enhanced  sampling
simulations  (MetaD)  to  further  investigate  the  behavior  of  the  clustering
pollutants and their interaction with the aqueous environment as well as with the
TiO2 surface. 

Figure  1: Multi  method  approach  for  adsorbing  pollutants.  The  initial  adsorption
geometries are taken from the FF simulations as a starting model for DFT and TD-DFT
simulations.
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The thermodynamics of solid/liquid interfaces under nanoconfinement has tremendous implications 
for liquid transport properties. Here using molecular dynamics, we investigate graphite nanoslits and 
study how the water/graphite interfacial tension changes with the degree of confinement. We found 
that, for nanochannel heights between 0.7nm and 2.6nm, graphite becomes more hydrophobic than 
in bulk, and that the value of the surface tension oscillates before eventually converging towards a 
constant value for larger slits. The value of the surface tension is correlated with the slip length of 
the fluid and explained in terms of the effective and interfacial density, hydration pressure and 
friction coefficient. The study clearly indicates that there is a critical channel height of 0.9nm 
(achievable experimentally1) at which the surface tension reaches its highest value, but the water 
diffusion across the channel is at its minimum. The structural analysis shows that for this pore size a 
transition between a 2D and 3D hydrogen bond network is accompanied by an abrupt increase in 
conformational entropy. Our results show that the wettability of solid surfaces can change under 
nanoconfinement and the data can be used to interpret the experimental permeability data. 
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FIGURES 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Side-view of water confined in a graphitic nanochannel of 1.2nm height: snapshot of the channel in 
contact with the two reservoirs after the water has filled the channel (top); snapshot of the channel after the 
reservoirs have been removed (bottom). The y-direction is normal to the graphite surface. Periodic boundary 
conditions are applied in all three directions. The surface area is defined by A = LxLz. The red, white, cyan 
spheres represent oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon atoms respectively. 
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	Nanopores are nanoscale channels embedded in a membrane providing a controlled transport of ions between the two bulk phases on the two sides of the membrane. The nanopore’s radius, R, is in the nanometer range, comparable to the Debye length, D.
	Charge patterns are chemically deposited on the inner wall of the engineered nanopore providing different output signals for different input parameters. From the relation of the input and output signals a device function can be generated. In the case of a uniformly (negatively) charged nanopore, the device function is (cation) selectivity defined as S+ = I+ /I where I+ is the cation current and I is the total current. The scaling of the selectivity of the nanopore means that selectivity is a unique smooth and monotonic function of the a well defined scaling parameter.
	The scaling parameter is constructed from the input parameters of the nanopore device. We showed [1] that the Dukhin number [2] defined as
	is a suitable scaling parameter for the nanotube limit, namely, for the infinitely long nanopores (, where H is the length of the pore). In this formula,  is the surface charge density and lB is the Bjerrum length.
	For the nanohole limit (), we introduced [1] the modified Dukhin number defined as
	
	and show that it is an appropriate scaling parameter. A mixed scaling parameter can be used in between.
	We use simple models based on the primitive model of electrolytes and study those models with the Nernst-Planck (NP) transport equation coupled either to the Local Equilibrium Monte Carlo method (NP+LEMC) [3] or the Poisson-Boltzmann theory.
	The latter, known as the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) theory, is a mean-field theory. We show that scaling is fundamentally a mean-field phenomenon. We show that the NP+LEMC and PNP results agree for 1:1 electrolytes where ionic correlations are weak, while deviations are found from the mean-field scaling behavior for 2:1 and 3:1 electrolytes. Thus, scaling can be considered as a measure of the applicability of mean-field theories.
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	Figure 1: Pore geometries from the nanotube limit to the nanohole limit.






